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PREFACE

Exact, quantum mechanical calculations on coliisional effects related

to the non-spherical part of the Interaction potential of molecules are of a

rather complex nature. They demand great amounts of computer time and memory

space. The size of the computations can be reduced appreciably If only wry

few rotational levels of the molecules are occupied.

The large rotational level spacing of the hydrogen Isotopes requires

exact quantum mechanical calculations for effects such as e.g. the collisio-

nal broadening and shift of rational Raman Unes, or the magnetic field

effects on the viscosity and thermal conductivity. At the same time this

large level spacing makes this sort of calculations feasible, because even

at room temperature only few rotational levels are occupied. When the

calculations are not extended to higher temperatures than, say, 400 K, the

vibrational levels play no role, because up to about 1000 K only the lowest

level is occupied.

The calculations can be made simpler if only one of the particles 1n a

collision 1s non-spher1cal. This simplification 1s realized in the coilisio-

nal effects on hydrogen Isotopes Infinitely diluted in a noble gas.It Is

therefore not surprising that the first extensive exact calculations on

collisionai effects were carried out on the relatively simple system

H^-He ' ) . Shafer and Gordon performed these calculations using a close

coupled treatment for the solution of the Schrödinger equation. They calcu-

lated, among other effects, the colli sional line broadening of the depolar-

ized Rayleigh line and the line broadening and shift of the rotational Raman

lines (radiative transitions 0+2 and 1+3) of hydrogen Infinitely diluted 1n

helium at room temperature. At the time they performed their calculations

only data at room temperature on these effects were available.

In this thesis measurements on the colHsional broadening of the

depolarized Rayleigh line and the broadening and shift of the rotatinal

Raman lines (radiative transitions 0+2, 1+3 and 2*4) will be presented. The

experiments were carried out as a function of temperature from 23 K to 311 K

for three systems, viz. H2-He, Hj>-Ne and Hj-Ar. Also results of close



coupled calculations on the broadening and shift are presented as a function
of temperature for the four spectral lines mentioned. The calculations were
performed for two systems, viz. H2-He and H2-Ne. For the system H2-He two
Interaction potentials were used as a starting point, and a comparison
between) these potentials was made.

Now that It 1s possible to do computations on effects related to the
non-sphericai Interaction of the pure hydrogen Isotopes 2 ) , the availabibli-
ty of experimental data Is of great Importance. Many experiments on these
effects have been performed over the last two decades, but their results are
scattered throughout the literature. Therefore, In the last chapter of this
thesis the experimental results for the pure hydrogen Isotopes and In mix-
tures with noble gases are compiled to serve as comparing material for the
calculations. The presentation Is such that a direct comparison with calcu-
lations 1s facilitated.

References

1) R. Shafer and R.G. Gordon, J. Chen. Phys. 58 (1973) 5422.
2) W.E. Kohier and J. Schafer, J. Chem. Phys., In press.
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CHAPTER I

THEORY OF THE COLLISIONAL BROADENING AND SHIFT OF SPECTRAL
LINES OF HYDROGEN INFINITELY DILUTED IN NOBLE GASES

1. Introduction

To introduce the treatment of collisionai effects on radiative transi-

tions between molecular rotational levels we briefly summarize the qualita-

tive picture given by Gordon ' )•

When a molecule undergoes a radiative transition from one rotational

level to another, 1t can be disturbed in this process by the Interaction

with other particles in the gas. The disturbance can arise in three ways:

a) In the collision, the radiating molecule is kicked out of one of the

rotational levels involved in the radiative transition causing the radia-

tion to be broken off at the particular level involved (the magnitude of

the rotational angular momenta before and after the collision are not

equal,Aj c o l l * 0).

b) The rotational angular momentum of the radiating molecule is reoriented,

by which the amplitude of the emitted radiation changes fa\Q\X * 0).

c) A phase shift in the emitted light occurs.

These three possible events are responsible, in the case of an ensemble of

radiators, for a broadening and shift of the line. It is therefore possible

to obtain Information about the collision processes in the gas by measure-

ment of the broadening and shift of these spectral lines.

Inversely, one can calculate the coiHsional broadening and shift of

spectral lines, departing from a certain interaction model between the radi-

ating molecule and its surroundings. Exact, quantum mechanical calculations

are, in general, not very well possible because of their enormous complexi-

ty, which not only requires vast amounts of computer-time, but also, in many
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cases, suffer from the absence of well known potentials. Only 1n the last
few years and for very simple systems, such as H2-H2 and hydrogen Isotope-
noble gas, has It become possible to perform such calculations, thanks to
the progress In bigger and faster computers (see e.g. refs. 2-5).

In the present chapter we will present a resume of the theory of col 11-
sional broadening and shift of the rotational Raman Unes and the broadening
of the depolarized Rayleigh line of hydrogen Infinitely diluted In a noble
gas.

In the presentation of the theory, the method and notation of Shafer
and Gordon 2 ) will be used.

2. General theory

When only that part of the line width, which 1s related to the col 11-
sionai broadening, 1s taken Into account, the spectral line shape F(v) can
be described as the Fourier transform of a correlation function, C(t) 2 « 6 ) :

Fiv) •£ Re ƒ e 2" l v*C(t) d*. (1)

The correlation function describes the decay of a certain state 1n the angu-
lar momentum space, by the Interaction with other particles, according to

-n<» > s t

Here, j symbolizes the Initial and j' the final rotational radiating state

before collision. The primed symbols, j' and j ' , represent the Init ial and
a p

final rotational states after collision. <j(* = 0) Is the symmetric, trace-

(3)

less part of the 2nd rank poiaHzabiiity tensor, with

= (a, -aL) uu(t),

where u 1s the Intramolecular unit vector, and af/ and a, are the polarizabi-

Hties parallel and perpendicular to u. p^ Is the fractional population of
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the rotational state j, n = W B 1s the number density of the noble gas atoms,

and

is the average thermal velocity with VAB the reduced mass and A and B

the radiating molecule and noble gas atom, respectively. The symbols

<3 | | fa(°)||jB> a r e reduced matrix elements. In the case of rotational Raman

and DPR scattering, J = j + 2 for the 0- and S-branches, and j = ja for

the Q-branch (DPR). The reduced matrix elements are then equal to:

O-branch (anti-Stokes, j * j - 2)

V 11*3(0) \\j - 2> = liwiluli+i)^''» ' a i ' ' {5a)

S-branch (Stokes, j * j + 2)

vll-(O) h * 2> = (a^;}ji^VJ))*(V - .,>. (5b)

Q-branch (DPR, j + j)

©.. is the collision cross section matrix for A-B collisions after thermal

averaging:

s = — ^ - 7 ƒ ff o e ^ d S , (6)
(kT) 6

where a has the form 2 ' 7 )

c/„t t a a p a p

) - s ^u^i'-.^D s wj'iéj-n • (?)
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Fig. 1 Coordinate system for describing atom-diatom collisions.

Here, I 1s the orbital angular momentum and J the total angular momentum,
according to

i = i + h (8)

k- Is the wave vector of the emitted light and Is the same In both spectro-

scopie states. The symbols in curly brackets are 6j-symbols, and s symboli-

zes the Kronecker delta function, ^(j'l'ijl) Is a reduced s-matrix element

at total angular momentum </, with rotational angular momentum j and orbital

angular momentum I before, and J' and V after collision. Complex conjuga-

tion Is Indicated by .

The Intermoiecuiar potential, V(R,Q), IS contained In the s-matrix ele-

ments and Is usually expanded as

v(R,e) =5 vxw Px(cose) , (9)

where ^ (cos e ) 1s a Legendre polynomial of order \ (for the meaning of the
symbols if and e > see fig. 1). For a system of homonuclear diatomics in a
bath of noble gas atoms, the expansion 1s usually cut off at \ = 2, while
A • 1 does not contribute because of symmetry:

V[R,Q) = VQ(R) + V2(R) P2(C0S 6) • (10)

The situation as far as the pair potential for our systems 1s concerned
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Is st i l l rather fluid. We mention three proposed potentials: the Morse-

spline fitted-Van der Waals, type' (GH)1, potential of Shafer and Gordon 2 ) ,

abbreviated MSV(GH)l,and the HHK ab initio potential of Meyer et al . 8 ) for

the system H2-He, and the Hartree-Fock damped dispersion potential type B,

or HFD-B, of Rodwell and Scoles 9 ) for the systems H2-He and H2-Ne.

The MSV-potential was used In earlier calculations by Shafer et a l . 2 ) .

This potential was rather successful In representing NMR data and acoustical

relaxation at low temperature. The HFD-B potential is one of the most recent

developments. I t 1s a mixed theoretical-empirical potential that is , accord-

Ing to the authors, in agreement with the largest a priori calculations

carried out to date on the system H2-He. Furthermore, for both H2-He and

H2-Ne systems it is 1n good agreement with data taken from different molec-

ular beams experiments. The MHK-potential has recently (1n its transformed

form for HD-He) been very successful in ab-initio calculations of transport,

relaxation and orientation phenomena for HD infinitely diluted in He.

a. Rotational Raman

In the case of rotational Raman lines for the homonuclear hydrogen

isotopes (infinitely diluted 1n a noble gas), eqs. (2) and (7) can be sim-

plified since the nondiagonal terms that describe the transfer of amplitude

from one rotational transition to another, can be neglected. This can be

understood by the fact that overlap of different Raman lines does not occur

at densities where only binary collisions play a role: the spectral distance

between the Raman Unes of hydrogen is of the order of 10000 GHz and the

width at half height is at most of the order of 1Q GHz. In this case, eq.

(7) reduces to:

'7a °

, M - S BUal',3al) S ° { j I'.J I)] . (11)

The real part of this expression, Re oRR> represents the width of the line,

the imaginary part corresponds to the shift of the line.



b. Depolarized Rayleigh

In the case of the depolarized Rayieigh Hne, the transfer of amplitude

from one rotational level to another cannot be neglected. Here, however, the

Initial and final rotational states Involved in the radiative transition are

the same. Hence, eq. (7) becomes:

ö [ 3 3 "3 3) "• ™^^9 \ ! > ^ _. i ' l •**' *"* / l * * ' 0 * / l T 1 i T I I T ^ / I

k.JJpl'l 6 a & a

* I6{j'j)6ll'l) - S *lj'l'ij l) S a{3'l'-'Ó Dl • (12)

This eKpression further simplifies In the case that only one rotational

level Is excited. The resulting effective cross section matrix contains then

only one element that is real and directly related to the line width.

In eq. (12) the s-matrix elements are evaluated at the same total ener-

gies and total angular momenta \j. = j ). Therefore, <s becomes real and
P **

there is no shift of the DPR line.

3. Experimental preview

Experimentally one measures the line shape of the depolarized Rayleigh

line and the rotational Raman lines and the spectral position of these

Unes. The H n e shape is the real part of the Fourier transform of the cor-

relation function given In eq. (2). In the case of a single relaxation time

this allows us to determine the effective cross section for line broadening

and line shift. This Is always the case for rotational Raman lines and in

our experiments it 1s also to a good approximation, the case for the depol-

arized Rayleigh measurements.

In the following we will present a review of the procedure of the

determination of these cross sections for line broadening and shift.
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a) Rotational Raman linee; broadening and shift

For the rotational Raman lines, the correlation function, C(t), can be

written as:

,*) = e a e . (13)

where v,. ,- corresponds to the energy difference between the rotational

energies E?- In the final and Initial spectroscopie states:

v. .= *"'( E.- E. ) . (14)

S R R(J' ) 1s the thermally averaged broadening cross section. From v,- ,• one
" t / ~ tin

can derive the cross section for l ine shif t according to

211 Vj ,7
6R R ' s(j ) ^- . (15)

For a mixture of hydrogen and a noble gas, the mixture cross sections
can be written as

n <v , >„ S , = *,. n <vu > „ ©u + x n <v, >. S . (16)
mix 0 mix H2 H2 0 H2 ng Hj-ng 0 H2~ng v '

b) Depolarized Rayleigh line

In the case of the DPR l ine, the correlation function <?(*) reads:

- n <o >
Z d d p l e AB

L

17



where

d. = <J| | '3(CM|U • (18)

it

The slope of a plot of In C[t) vs. time evaluated at t = 0t gives

5 ^ « = - <•„>. e°PR. (19)

Here in general one has to deal with a cross section matrix. In our experi-
ments, however, we always found pure exponential behavior within the experi-
mental uncertainty, which means that the matrix reduces to a simple number.

Extension to a H2-noble gas mixture will be achieved by

»«Wo «K • v W ° "C + x«°n 'V-^0 *V"> • (20)

From the eqs. (16) and (20) 1t Is seen that measurements of the broad-
ening and shift of spectral lines 1n mixtures can yield the effective cross
sections for line broadening and shift. Extrapolation of these cross sec-
tions to the pure noble gas case gives the cross section which refers to the
behavior of a H2-molecule in a bath of noble gas atoms.

At infinite dilution the DPR line of nH2 in a noble gas consists of two
Independent contributions by the ortho and para component, because colli-
sional transitions between these components do not take place. The strength
of the DPR line in a solid angle dfl is given by 6»'°)

(a»- a£) 2 iiv0

Z p .15 l 7^' " * 4

where w0 Is the incident light Intensity per unit area,
n is the number density of the gas,
V 1s the scattering volume,
p . is the fractional population of state j and
a¥ and a^ are the polarizabiiities parallel and perpendicular to the
intramolecular axis.

Hence, the line shape of the measured line in normal hydrogen at Infinite
dilution is given by



where

3/4 (2/5p + 4/15 p )
' 5 (23a)"o 3/4 (2/5 p,+4/15 P3) + 1/4 • 2/7 p 2

and

1/4 • 2/7 p 2
8P = 3/4 (2/5 pf+ 4/15 p3) + 1/4 . 2/7 p 2

are the relative contributions of the ortho and para molecules, respective-

ly. For the Fourier transform of the observed line 1n nH2 (at Infinite dilu-

tion) one obtains

> + V*P.r .<*> • (24)

Assuming exponential behavior, one has for small times

1 - n <t>

Hence

nH

= t

2~

o

ng*
DPR

0 S nH 2 .

H -ng

t• ng

P

o p " OPR
oH 2 -ng + B, S p H 2 -

R • (26)

Equation (26) Indicates that determination of the line broadening of

two different ortho-para compositions at Infinite dilution In a noble gas

can yield the cross sections for the broadening of the DPR line of the pure

species by the Interaction with noble gas atoms. In the case of rotational

Raman measurements it 1s always clear which species, ortho or para, one

observes.
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF LINE BROADENING AND

SHIFT CROSS SECTIONS OF HYDROGEN-NOBLE GAS MIXTURES

1. Introduction

From chapter I It 1s clear that one obtains Insight into intermolecular

potentials by measuring the collisional broadening and shift of the depolar-

ized Rayieigh (DPR) line and the rotational Raman (RR) lines of hydrogen-

noble gas mixtures. This Is because these measurements lead to the determi-

nation of an effective cross section which gives Information about different

collisicnal processes under conditions that allow comparison with accurate

calculations.

At moderate scattering gas densities (500-5000 mol/m3), where ternary

collisions do not yet play a role, the colHsional broadening of the DPR and

RR lines of pure H 2 is in general very small. When the hydrogen 1s diluted

In a noble gas, the broadening coefficient usually becomes even smaller.

There is still another factor that makes these measurements difficult, ex-

trapolation of this coefficient to the pure noble gas case gives the broad-

ening coefficient of spectral lines of H2 at infinite dilution. Here, the

broadening of the lines is determined by hydrogen-noble gas collisions

only.Because the broadening effect of noble gases on H2-lines is, In gener-

al, very small, it is necessary to perform measurements in mixtures with a

high noble gas concentration to be able to make the extrapolation to infi-

nite dilution accurately. This means, however, that only very few DPR or RR

"active" molecules are present In the gas at a given total scattering gas

density. Consequently the Intensity of these lines gets low and one has to

measure narrow lines with little Intensity.

Measurements on narrow lines introduce an additional intensity problem



associated with the spectral analyzer. The entrance diaphragm (pinhole) In
this apparatus must be very small to obtain a good resolution (see later In
this chapter). This small pinhole, however, leads to a further reduction of
the measured Intensity.

The problems mentioned above, the small number of scatterers and small
pinhole, taken together with the Inevitable losses In the experimental
setup, limit the maximum measurable Intensity of the Unes to 10-100 counts
per second even at an Input rate of 10'9 photons per second. Therefore It 1s
necessary to use a high power laser in these experiments. The power must
not, however, be made too high to avoid damage to the windows In the
measuring cell. Moreover It Is necessary to suppress disturbing effects like
stray light and to achieve a good separation of the depolarized and the
polarized spectrum. Therefore extreme care must be taken In the- design and
construction of the measuring equipment, and 1n particular of the measuring
cell.

To satify these demands, the experimental setup of Van den Hout ' ' 2 ) ,
used to measure the broadening and shift of the DPR and RR lines of the
hydrogen Isotopes, was adapted and optimized.

In this chapter the constituent parts of the experimental setup will be
discussed. Next, the measuring technique of line broadening and shift will
be described, and finally we outline how the measured spectra are analyzed.

2. Experimental setup

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup Is given in fig. 1. The
different components will now be discussed separately.

2.1 Laser

As was pointed out in the introduction to this chapter i t 1s necessary

to use a high power laser In performing measurements of l ine broadening

and shift In hydrogen-noble gas mixtures. In the present setup we used a

Coherent CR-18 Ar-ion laser, which operated single frequency at 514.5 nm.

The laser power was about 3 watt. Because of the danger of burning the en-

trance and exit windows of the measuring c e l l , higher power could not be

used. Power variations were less than 0.5% during a series of measurements.
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ARGON ION LASfcR
I I

POLARIZER

F1g. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

PHOTOULTIPUER

Frequency stabilization was realized by a piezo-electric transducer

mounted on the front mirror of the laser. A stabilization loop kept the

laser at the top of the gaincurve. In this way one particular lasermode

could be held for days. In spite of temperature fluctuations In the room. If

the drift In the laser became too large a mode hop occurred because the

original mode could no longer be kept on the maximum of the gaincurve by the

transducer. The laser then switched to another mode, thereby changing the

frequency of the emitted light by about 80 MHz. The occurrence of a mode hop

was automatically Indicated on the recorder trace of the spectrum, giving

the opportunity to correct for It. These hops occurred very seldom, but they

could affect the peak measured In a serious way. In every measurement, how-

ever, two peaks were always recorded, and per measuring series measurements

were performed at four densities. The effect of mode hops in the final

results Is therefore negligible.

The direction of the polarization of the laser light was vertical, I.e.

perpendicular to the plane defined by the laser beam and the direction de-

fined by the scattering cell and the detection system. The plane of polari-

zation must be very well defined, especially In the case of DPR measure-

ments, in order to be able to separate the polarized and the depolarized

spectrum. Therefore, a polarizing prism was placed between the laser and the

measuring cell to suppress any spurious horizontal components of polarized

light.



The laser beam was focussed in the center of the cell by a lens with a

focal length of 30 cm. The diameter of the focus was about 75 microns.

2.2 Scattering cell

The scattering cell was a brass cylinder with a diameter of 5 cm and a

height of 7 cm. A small white screen could be moved to the center of the

scattering chamber by an electromagnet. In this way we could deflect the

laser beam into the detection system. With the screen In position it was

possible to align the analysis and detection apparatus, and also to deter-

mine the Instrumental broadening of the laser line (see later).

The cell had entrance, exit, and viewing windows (see fig. 2). A light

trap was placed opposite the viewing window to obtain a dark background for

the scattering center. The entrance and viewing windows were made of zero

stress optical coefficient glass, to prevent depolarization of the incoming

laser beam and the scattered light by stress birefringence. A prism was

glued on the in- and outside of the exit window in such a way, that the

laser beam leaving the cell struck it under the Brewster angle. In this way,

the amount of scattered light from the exit window was reduced appreciably.

An electrically operated shutter was mounted on top of the cell in the

gas Inlet to prevent demixing of the mixture under investigation by thermal

diffusion. Thermal diffusion occurred only, of course, for low temperature

measurements.

The cell was in contact with an Oxford Instruments CF 100 flow cryostat

(see fig. 3). By using liquid He or N2 as a coolant, the complete tempera-

ture range from 20 K to room temperature could be covered. Stabilization of

the temperature was performed by using an electric heater mounted on the

heat exchanger of the flow cryostat. A stability of about 0.05 K was

achieved during a long time (typically 36 hours). A platinum resistance

thermometer was placed in a hole 1n the cell for absolute temperature meas-

urement of the cell. It was checked regularly vs. the vapor pressure of H?

or N2.

The cell was surrounded by a radiation shield, and was mounted in an

optical cryostat. In this way the amount of liquid He or N2 consumed was

kept low (a few liters per day).

The entrance and exit windows were placed under the Brewster angle with

respect to the laser beam. Like the viewing window of the cell, the viewing
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Laser beam

Entrance windows

Vacuum jacket

Radiation
shield

Viewing
windows

Scattered
light

Exit windows Brewster angle
prisms

Fig. 2 Schematic cross section of the scattering cell 1n the horizontal plane through the laser
beam. The entrance and exit windows of the vacuum jacket are placed under the Brewster
angle with respect to the laser beam.
Dïaptr. diaphragm-, Gas*, scattering gas.
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Entrance coolant

Inlet scattering
gas

Radiation shield

Heat exchanger
Valve
Scattering cell

xit coolant

Electrical connector

Vacuum jacket

Temperature sensor

Electrical heater

Pt thermometer

Brewster angle
windov/

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the optical cryostat.

window of the optical cryostat was made of zero stress optical coefficient

glass.

Vacuum sealing of the scattering cell was done with Indium, that of the

optical cryostat by rubber rings.
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2.3 Analyzing system

The analyzing system consisted of two parts that now will be discussed

separately.

a) Polarisation analyzer»

For the polarization analysis we used a Glan-Thompson prism which sup-

pressed the polarized Rayleigh-BMllouin triplet by a factor 2 x 105. This

suppression was especially necessary In the case of DPR measurements. In

performing RR measurements, 1n principle, no polarizer 1s necessary, because

the shape of the line does not depend on the polarization of the scattered

light. Sometimes the Ray1e1gh-8r1llou1n triplet could, however, be so

Intense, that the suppression of It by the monochromator (see £>)) was not

sufficient. Then a ghostline could appear In the recorded spectrum.

Therefore we used the Glan-Thompson prism not only in DPR measurements, but

In RR measurements as well. In measurements of the line shift, the polari-

zing prism was omitted to increase the intensity of the detected light. This

1s allowed, as this ghostHne usually appears in a measured spectrum at

another frequency than the top of the Raman line, and in shift measurements

only the top of the line was recorded.

b) Speetval analyaev

Spectral analysis was done with a Jarreli-Ash 25 cm single grid mono-

chromator, and with a pressure scanned Fabry-Pirot etalon.

The monochromator served to select the line to be investigated, and to

suppress other lines. The light scattered from the measuring cell was fo-

cused onto a round pinhole with a diameter varying from 100 to 260 micron.

The dispersion u? the grid was 3.2 nm/mm, and with an exit s l i t of 500 v the

width of the transmitted band was always very large compared to the width of

the Investigated lines. Consequently, no suppression of the wings of the

lines occurred.

The Fabry-Pérot etalon was used to scan the line with high sensitivity.

The mirrors were coated for 97% reflection in the region 500-550 nm, and

were separated by Invar spacers. The length of the spacers varied from 0.4

to 3 cm, resulting In a free spectral range (FSR) of 37.5 to 5 GHz. The
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etalon was placed In a temperature stabilized pressure tank, in which the

mirrors could be kept aligned during several weeks.

The overall finesse of the setup, reflected In the Instrumental broad-

ening of the laser line, 1s mainly determined by the Fabry-Plrot etalon

together with the entrance pinhole of the monochromator. The pinhole finesse

Is Inversely proportional to the distance of the mirrors of the etalon and

the size of the pinhole. For good resolving power It 1s thus necessary to

reduce the size of the pinhole as much as possible. In doing this, however,

the detected Intensity 1s reduced as well. Taking this Into account, the

size of the pinhole was adapted to the size of the spacer in such a way,

that the overall finesse was about 35. The size of the spacer was determined

by the expected width of the line to be Investigated.

As a scanning gas of the etalon we used He when the spacer was longer

than 1 cm, and N2 otherwise.

2.4 Detection system

The light coming from the monochromator and the Fabry-Përot was focused

onto an ITT FW 130 photomultiplier. It was thermoeiectrical ly cooled to

-25 "C, whereby the darkcount was reduced to a level of about 1 count in 3

seconds. The output of the photomultipHer was amplified, analyzed and dis-

criminated by photoncounting equipment and stored on disc.

Intensities at the top of the line were typically of the order of 10 -
100 counts per second, requiring in the case of width measurements measuring
times of 3-5 hours.

3. Measuring technique

3.1 Width measurement

The line width was measured as follows:

After the cell was cooled to the required temperature, alignment of the

optics was possible by moving the white screen Into the laser beam, deflec-

ting it towards the analyzing system. A diffuser was placed between the cell

and the photomultiplier to reduce the Intensity of the light and the Fabry-

Përot was scanned through two consecutive orders. The instrumental broaden-
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Ing of the laser line could be determined In this way (see fig. 4). Next,
the monochromator was set to the line to be Investigated and gas was let
Into the scattering cell.

The starting pressure In the etalon was chosen such that the transmit-
ted frequency was approximately halfway between two maxima. Over a period of
time, typically 20 seconds, the Intensity of the scattered light was meas-
ured. Then, a certain amount of gas was pumped out of the Fabry-Pérot tank,
which allowed another frequency to be transmitted, and again the intensity
was measured. About 2 free spectral ranges were covered In this way, giving
one width measurement (see fig. 5).

30.09 GH2
free spectral range

F1g. 4 Example of the measured Instrumental profile.

* • • * - • ' . , „ . „_ ,

30.09 GHz
free spectral range

Fig . 5 Example of the measured spectrum of a Raman l ine ( S 0 ( l ) - l 1 n e , 20.69Ï nH2- 79.31% Ne,
.120 K, 3910 mol/m})



Fig. 6 Example of the Fourier transform rA as a function of time t . The width of the spectral
line 1s obtained from the slope. (S 0 ( l ) . 20.69X nH2-79.31ï Ne, 120 K, 3910 mol/m3)

A Fourier transform from the frequency to the time domain was made of
the spectrum (see fig. 6) providing an easier determination of the width of
the 71ne (see later in this chapter).

When the width of a line had been measured at several (usually 4) scat-
tering gas densities, a plot was made of the width vs. the density (see
fig. 7). The pressure broadening coefficient of the spectral Hne at the
particular hydrogen-noble gas composition of the scattering gas could be
determined from this plot.

This procedure was followed for at least two noble gas concentrations,
and a plot of the broadening coefficient vs. the noble gas concentration was
made. Using the broadening coefficient for pure hydrogen, as measured by Van
den Hout et al. 2) and Cooper et al. 3 ) , an accurate extrapolation could be
made to x • 1. This extrapolation 1s linear, as was shown in chapter I.

ng
The broadening coefficient of the line under Investigation of H 2 Infinitely
diluted in noble gas was determined In this way (see fig. 8).
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106mot2/m6

Fig. 7 The hal f width, Av., miltiplied by the density, P, vs. p2 for the S0(l)-l1ne of the

mixture 20.6» nH2-79.31< Ne at 120 K.

Fig. 8 The collisional broadening coefficient av^/p • B vs. the noble gas concentration for the

S0(l)-11ne of H2-Ne mixtures at 120 K. The broadening coefficient for pure H2 was

derived from ref. 1. The Intercept at xM, • 1 gives the broadening coefficient of the

S0(J)-11ne of hydrogen In Infinite dilution In neon.
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3.2 Shift measurement

In measurements of the collisional shift of rotational Raman Unes the

relative spectral position of the top of the line has to be determined. For

this it is only necessary to scan the region around the top of the line, In

contrast with width measurements, where the complete line must be recorded.

Measurements of the line shift were therefore performad much faster than

those of the line width (usually 15 min).

The scanninq of the top of tha line was done in a continuous way by

pumping gas out of the etalon. The scanning qas pressure was determined with

a Texas Instruments Bourdon manometer. A relation between the scanning gas

pressure and the relative frequency can be obtained by measuring the pres-

sure difference in the Fabry-Pérot tank at two successive orders. The

relative spectral position of the lines was measured as a function of the

scattering gas density. Like in width measurements, the position of the

Raman lines was always determined at four densities. The line shift

coefficient, Avs/pi can be determined from the slope of the line in a plot

of the relative position vs. the scattering gas density, p. At not too high

densities (p £ 6000 mol.m"3) this plot is expected to be linear ' ) . The

Intercept at scattering gas density equal to zero, which can be determined

by extrapolation, must be equal for all sorts of H2-noble gas mixtures in

the cell for a particular line. Within the experimental error this was

always found.

Aqain, as in the case of broadening measurements, the shift coefficient

was always determined for two different hydrogen-noble qas mixtures. By

using the measurenents of Van den Hout et al. ') and Cooper et al. 3) of the

shift of RR-lines in pure Hz, a reliable linear extrapolation to x = 1 can

be made. At x = 1 one finds the value of the shift coefficient of a Raman

line of H 2 infinitely diluted in a noble qas.

3.3 Gases

The gases used in the experiments are listed in table I toqether with

their purities. All gases were obtained commercially except for pH2 which

was prepared by katalytic conversion of normal hydrogen to para hydrogen on

iron oxide at ?0 K. The pH2 slowly converted back during the storage in the
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Table I

Gases, used In the experiments, and their purities.

r.as

nH2

PHZ

He

Ne

Ar

Purity

> 99.99X

> 98 X

> 99.99S

> 99.99X

> 99.99X

cylinder, with a conversion rate of about 2% per day. Therefore only two
series of pH2-noble gas were always taken, after which a new amount of pH2

was prepared. In this way the amount of oH2 could always be kept below 2%.

4. Numerical analysis

4.1 Line broadening

The measured spectra are built up of a convolution of the line under
Investigation and the Instrumental profile, plus some darkcount from the
photomultipHer, which appears as a flat background. In the case of DPR
measurements there are some additional contributions that will be discussed
later 1n this paragraph.

The darkcount was measured at least once in every measuring series. It
was very constant and was subtracted from the measured spectrum as a flat
background prior to further analysis.

A Fourier transform from the frequency to the timedomain was made of
the darkcount corrected and normalized spectrum:

The Instrumental profile, J(v), which was measured in every series, was
normalized and Fourier transformed as well. Deconvolution of the measured
spectrum Is now possible by simply dividing both transforms:
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PJt)

In measurements of the width of the depolarized Rayleigh line some
extra corrections are necessary:

a. Vacuum etvay light

Vacuum stray light 1s light that reaches the detector via reflections
on windows, cell walls, diaphragms, etc. This light has not been scattered
by the gas In the cell, and consequently has the spectral shape of the In-
strumental profile. Vacuum stray light appears In the reduced Fourier trans-
form as a flat background and was subtracted as such.

The Intensity of the vacuum stray light was determined by measuring the
Intensity of the light scattered by the evacuated cell, at the frequency of
the laser light. The strength of the vacuum stray light never exceeded 0.1X
of the total 0PR-intens1ty.

b. Polarised leak

The Glan-Thompson polarizer could not suppress the polarized Ray lei gh-
Brillouin triplet completely. Therefore there existed a certain "leak" of
polarized light reaching the detector. This polarized light showed Itself by
an extra peak on the top of the measured DPR line.

The strength of the polarized stray light, relative to the total DPR
Intensity, 1s determined by the rejection ratio of the polarizer and the
average depolarization ratio of the scattering gas. This depolarization ra-
tio Is calculated with

3 ( O / / - a , ) 2

4 5 a
2

where a / / and ax are the polarizabiHties parallel and perpendicular to the
Intramolecular axis, and Ö = 1/3 a0

 + 2/3 a i . In the most unfavourable case
(H2-Ar at high argon concentration) the strength of the leak could be about
S%, but usually I t did not exceed 1%.
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The spectral shape of the polarized leak Is the same as that of the

Rayleigh-BHllouin triplet, which was measured In every series. The measured

spectrum was corrected for the polarized "leak" In the timedomain.

a. Collision induced ecatteving

The polarizability of molecules and atoms can change temporarily by

distortion of the electronic structure during collisions. Because of this

transitional polarizability, even spherical molecules can have a depolarized

component In the spectrum of the scattered light. The width of this spectrum

is very large, namely of the order of the Inverse of the duration of a col-

lision. This so-called collision Induced spectrum appears as a, nearly, flat

background to a DPR spectrum.

The collision Induced spectrum appears as a delta peak at * = 0 after

the Fourier transformation. Correction for the collision Induced light was

done 1n the time domain by renormalizing FR{t).

The relative Intensity of the collision induced spectrum could be as

high as 30% of the intensity of the OPR line 1n the case of hydrogen-argon

mixtures with a high Ar concentration and a high total scattering gas densi-

ty. It 1s proportional to the square of the total scattering gas density. In

most measurements the relative intensity did not exceed 5%.

The collision Induced scattered light plays no role in measurements of

the width of RR Unes, since half the width at half height (HWHH) Is of the

order of 1000 GHz, and the spectral distance of the nearest Raman line to

the OPR line is about 10000 GHz for hydrogen.

At this point we will describe how the width of a line was determined:

As the function Fp(t) is the Fourier transform of a spectral function,

just as the correlation function C{t), introduced in chapter I, we can

write 4 )

FR(t) = C(t) . (3)

According to chapter I, C(t) 1s a simple exponential function if the Raman

Unes are well resolved, or if only one rotational level contributes in the

OPR line. When the density Is not too high, this resolution of the Raman

Unes 1s very good for the hydrogen isotopes. For H2 at room temperature the
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DPR line shape Is almost completely determined by the a « 1 level (see ref.

5); at lower temperatures this 1s even more true. One can therefore expect,

that Ptf(t) will show an exponential behavior, which means that the function

/?(v) has 4 lorentzian shape. The width of the spectral line can now be

obtained from the slope of a plot of In PR(t) vs. t.

When the density Is high enough, so that the mean free path of the mol-

ecules Is much shorter than the wavelength of the light, the width of a line

contains two major contributions: coliisional and diffusional width 6 ) . The

colHsional width 1s linear 1n the density of the scattering gas, and the

diffusional width 1s Inversely proportional to it:

j.2D

AVè = Bp + *._£ , (4)

with DR a diffusion constant, and B the collisional broadening coefficient.

The colli sional and diffusional broadening coefficient B and DR can be

determined from a plot of Av^p vs. p 2. B IS given by the slope of the line,

and DR can be derived from the intercept at density equals zero.

Since It was the main purpose of this work to determine the colli sional

width of spectral lines, the measurements were usually performed at fairly

high densities. The slope of the line in the plot of A\»JP V S . P Z could then

be determined quite accurately (better than within 5%), but the Intercept

rather poorly (worse than 255). It was therefore only checked if DR was of

the right order of magnitude by comparing It to the normal diffusion con-

stant, which is expected to be about 20Ï smaller. DR 1s, 1n the case of DPR

measurements, Inversely proportional tos(izz>), the collision cross section

for the Kagan polarization utji? occurring In DPR scattering, with u the

reduced velocity of the molecules, and 7? the 2 n d rank symmetric traceless

tensor of the reduced angular momentum. The relation between z?ff and s(i2O)

reads:

DR = n<S[\W) (327 ' * (6)

Here n Is the scattering gas density at NTP, k 1s Boltzmann's constant, T

the temperature and v the reduced mass of the colliding particles. As stated

earlier, DR and consequently <s(12z?) could be determined only with a rela-

tively large error In this work. For @(12z>) merely an order of magnitude can

be given: ®(12fl) = 10 x 10" 2 0 m2 over the whole temperature range and for
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all H2-ng systems.

4.2 Line shift

Analyzing the shift data was a relatively simple job compared to the
analysis of width data, since virtually no corrections had to be applied.
The only correction, which might be needed, 1s the one for the drift In the
free spectral range. As this drift Is hardly noticeable in width measure-
ments, 1t 1s of no importance In the case of shift measurements, which took
much less time.
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CHAPTER III

COLLISIONAL BROADENING AND SHIFT OF SPECTRAL LINES

IN HYDROGEN-NOBLE GAS MIXTURES: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Introduction

In the present chapter we present the results of measurements of the

pressure broadening and shift of rotational Raman (RR) lines and the depol-

arized Rayleigh (DPR) line of hydrogen-noble gas mixtures. The measurements

were performed as a function of temperature in the range of 25 K to 300 K

and at scattering gas densities of 500 mol/m5 to 5000 mol/nf5. Only binary

collisions between the molecules take place In this density range.

The method of measuring the width and position of the Raman lines and

the DPR line has been discussed In chapter II, together with the numerical

analysis of the recorded spectra. A theoretical description of the broaden-

ing and shift of rotational Raman lines of hydrogen in infinite dilution in

noble gases has been given in chapter I.

2. Results

2.1 Rotational Raman

a. Line broadening

It was seen in chapter I that one expects exponential behavior for the

Fourier transform, PR(t), of the spectral function fl(v), describing the

shape of a rotational Raman line. Indeed we found such exponential behavior

for all lines at all temperatures within the accuracy of the measurements
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Fig. 1 Typical example of the Fourier transform, ?fl(*)-
(S0(l), 20.69» nHj-79.3M Ne, 120 K, 3910 mol/m

5)

(see fig. 1). The width of the lines was therefore easily obtained from the
slope of the plot of In FR(t) vs. *.

The width Avx was multiplied by the density p and plotted versus p z

(see fig. 2), to be able to correct for the diffusional broadening (see
chapter II). The slope of the resulting line directly yields the colHsional
broadening coefficient B. This coefficient was determined for several hydro-
gen-noble gas mixtures and plotted as a function of the noble gas concentra-
tion, xn (see fig. 3). In this plot we always Included the direct or Inter-
polated results, of the measurements of B In pure hydrogen as given by Van
den Hout et al. ' ) , Keijser et al. 2 ) or Cooper et al. 3 ) .

It was shown 1n chapter I that the plot of the broadening coefficient B
vs. noble gas concentration 1s expected to be linear. This was always found
to be the case(see fig. 3). This gives an Indication of the reliability of
the extrapolation of B to Infinite dilution of hydrogen 1n noble gas, and
shows that our data connect well with previous work.

The high temperature limit of the measurements was 311 K, as we could
not heat the measuring cell too much above room temperature. At the lower
tSmperatüres thê vóyur pressure sets a limit through the maximal allowed
density. Measurements were p e n V ted for the 50(0) line and the 5Q(1) line
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from 26 K to 311 K for the system H2-He, from 43 K to 300 K for H2-Ne and
from 120 K to 300 K for H2-Ar; here, "5" stands for the radiative transition
j* 3 + 2, the number between brackets for the In i t ia l rotational level j
and the Index "0" for the vibrational ground level. For the so(2) line only
measurements could be performed above 190 K, because of the population of
the 3 * 2 level. This means, that below 190 K the Intensity of the SQ{2)
line becomes, in mixtures with a high noble gas concentration, too small for
a reliable determination of the broadening coefficient.

15 20
106mol2/m6

F1g.2 The halfwidth A V J multiplied by the density p vs. P2 for the S0(l)-l1ne,

20.6M nHj-79.31ï Ne at 120 K.

Fig. 3 The colHsionai broadening coefficient AVJ/P • B vs. the noble gas concentration for the
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The results for the broadening coefficients of the lines measured in
hydrogen at Infinite dilution In a noble gas Is given In tables I , I I and
III.

The agreement between our measurements at room temperature of the S0(l)

line In the systems H2-He and H2-Ne with those measured by Gupta et a l . 4)

1s very good. The values given by Cooper et a l . 3) for the broadening coef-

ficient of the S0( l) line 1n H2-He and H2-Ar also agree well with our re-

sults. There Is , however, a serious discrepancy between our values of B and

those given by Hay et a l . 5) for the 50(0) and 50 ( l ) lines of H2-He at In f i -

nite dilution at room temperature.

The effective collision cross section for rotational Raman line broad-

ening, ©RR, can be obtained from the broadening coefficient B according to:

s - n<v>0 ' (!)

where

Table I

Values of the collisional broadening coefficient B of hydroqen In Infinite dilution 1n helium, and
the cross section fop rotational Raman line broadening s"" derived from 1t according to eq. (l).

r s s""
(K) (HHz-m'^ior1) (lO"20 m2)

S0(0) (0*2) 50(l) (1*3) So(2) (2*4) S„(0) S0(l) So(2)

26.7 0.060 + 0.007 0.096 + 0.011

27.2 0.061 t 0.003 0.097 t 0.005

45 0.072 + 0.007 0.073 + 0.009 0.089 + 0.008 0.090 * 0.011

100 O.IO; + 0.007 O.105+O.OO7 0.089+0.006 0.087+0.006

150 0.23 + 0.01 0.207 + 0.002 0.156 ± 0.007 0.140 + 0.002

200 0.215 ± 0.011 0.126 + 0.007

292 0.42 + 0.03 0.20 + 0.01

311 0.75 t 0.03 0.58 t 0.03 0.35 + 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01



Table II

Values of the collisionai broadening coefficient 8 of hydrogen Infinitely diluted In neon, and the

cross section the rotational Raman line broadening e?" derived from It according to eq. (1).

W (HHl.m'wr 1) (10-M m2)

so(°) s o O ) So(2) SO(O) S0(l) so(2)

43.5 0.131 + 0.001 0.226 • 0.009 0.191 + 0.002 0.330 + 0.013

120 0.276 • 0.002 0.25B + 0.002 0.243 i 0.002 0.227 + 0.002

202 O.S1 + 0.02 0.44 + 0.03 0.35 + 0.02 0.35 + 0.01 0.30 + 0.02 0.24 + 0.015

292 0.88 t 0.01* 0.68 + 0.01 0.64 + 0.04 0.50 + 0.01 0.39 + 0.01 0.3S • 0.02

Table III

Values of the coilisional broadening coefficient B of hydrogen Infinitely diluted 1n arqon, and
the cross section for rotational Raman line broadening s"R derived from It according to eq. (1).

T B S""
(K) (MHz.m'-fflol-1) (l0-

20 ra2}

so(O) S0(D
 so<2> so(°) so(D s o W

120 0.44 t 0.02 0.50 + 0.02 0.40 + 0.02 0.45 + 0.02

181 0.385 + 0.007 0.39 i 0.03 0.24 + 0.04 0.285 + 0.005 0.29 + 0.02 0.18 + 0.03

292 0.49 + 0.02 0.28 + 0.01

300 0.77 ± 0.02 0.59 + 0.02 0.44 t 0.01 0.34 +0.01
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0 KM (2)

Is the average thermal relative velocity, n Is Avogadro's number, k Boltz-

mann's constant, T the temperature and y the reduced mass of the colliding

particles.

Results foreRR are given 1n tables I , I I and I I I , and they are plotted

as a function of temperature In figs. 4, 5 and 6.

The plots allow a general observation:

For all three noble gases the cross sections for the ^,(0) and SQ{1)

lines tend to Increase In magnitude toward lower temperatures, which might

be explained by the Increase of the contributions of the reorientation proc-

esses at lower temperatures that can be understood by a t1me-of-flight argu-

ment.

300

Fig. 4 The colHsional broadening cross section for rotational Raman Unes, s"R, for nH2

Infinitely diluted In He, as a function of temperature, r.

O:S 0 (0 ) ; A : S 0 ( l ) ; O : S 0 ( 2 ) .
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F1g. 5 GRR vs. T for Hydrogen In Infinite dilution In neon.

300

Fig. 6 sRR vs. T for hydrogen Infinitely diluted In argon.
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b. Line shift

From the measured collisionai shift coefficient tvs/p, where Avs is the
shift of the line at density p, the cross section for lineshift, s

R R» s can
be obtained according to:

RR..

where n and <v>Q are defined as In eq. ( l ) .

The shift of the SQ(0) and S0( l) lines could be measured over the

temperature range of 23 K to 292 K for Hj-He, 45 K to 292 K for H2-Ne and

120 K to 292 K for H2-Ar. The shift of the 50(2) line could only be measured

above 190 K because of the experimentally required population of the j = 2

level.

In the extrapolation of &vs/p to Infinite dilution of hydrogen in a no-

ble gas we made use of the value of the shift coefficient of pure hydrogen

as measured by Van den Hout et a l . ' ) and Cooper et al . J ) . Their results

and ours fall on a straight line within the accuracy of the measurements,

which again Indicates the reliability of the extrapolation to infinite

dilution and the good agreement with previous work.

The values for the shift of the s (1) line in H2-He and H -Ar at room

temperature In mixtures of one part hydrogen in ten parts noble gas, as

reported by Cooper et al . 3 ) also agree reasonably well with the values

found by us.

The results of the shift coefficient AV /P of hydrogen at infinite di-

lution in a noble gas, together with the values for sR R ' s are given in

tables IV, V and VI. The cross section sRR»s is plotted vs. temperature in

figs. 7, 8 and 9.

Positive as well as negative values are found for the shift cross sec-

tion s R R ' s for H2-He and H2-Ne, whereas only positive values are found for

H2-Ar. Positive means here that the line moves in the direction of the

frequency of the exciting light, opposite to the definition of Van den Hout

In his thesis 6 ) and the definition In ref. 3, but according to the defini-

tion in ref. 1. A trend of ©RR»S to decrease 1n value with increasing tem-

perature is visible in all cases.
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Table IV

Values of tfce slit ft coefficient 4«s/o for hydroqen Infinitely diluted In helium, and the cross
section o"""" derived fran i t according to eq. (3).

(K) (HHz-ra3.™»!-1) . ( in ' 2 0 m2)

23.3 0.05 • 0.09 0.01 t 0.09 0.08 + 0.14 0.02 t 0.17

45.? O.ni • ".07 -0.02 • 0.08 O.Ol + O.OB -0.03 t 0.11

81.5 -0.80 t 0.06 -0.20 + 0.06 -0.07 • 0.05 -0.18 + 0.05

119 -0.24 * 0.06 -0.31 + 0.06 -0.1B J 0.04 -0.24 + 'J.05

119 -0.35 t 0.06 -0.60 + 0.07 -0.57 * 0.07 -0.20 + 0.03 -0.35 t 0-04 -0.33 • 0.04

292 -0.68 • 0.06 -0.94 • 0.06 -1.15 + 0.07 -0.33 j 0.03 -0.46 ± 0.03 -0.56 • 0.03

Table V

Values of the shift coefficient hvje of hydrogen In Infinite dilution In neon, and the cross
section sR R ' * derived from 1t according to eq. (J).

T 4v,/p S""'s

(K) (MHz.ms-mor1) (ÏO'20 m2)

S0W SO{1) So(2) S0(0) 50( l) So(2)

45.2 0.12 t 0.03 0.19 + 0.03 0.17 t 0.04 0.28 J 0.04

B1.5 0.07 t 0.03 0.06 + 0.03 0.08 + 0.03 0.07 + 0.03

119 -0.11 t 1.03 -0.12 + 0.03 -0.10 + 0.03 -0.11 + 0.03

199 -0.37 + 0.03 -0.32 + 0.03 -0.03 + 0.02 -0.25 + 0.02 -0.22 + 0.02 -0.02 + O.Ol'

292 -0.53 t 0.06 -0.80 ± 0.04 -0.32 + 0.04 -0.30 + 0.03 -0.45 + 0.02 -0.18 ± 0.02
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Table VI

Values of the shift coefficient tvjo of hydrogen Infinitely diluted In argon, and the cross
settles d1"'* derived fron it according to eg. (3).

T
(K) (10-" m*)

SO(O) S0(i) S0(l)

123 1.19 • 0.04 1.22 • 0.04 1.07 t 0.04 1.09 t 0.03

200 0.48 • 0.04 0.83 * 0.04 1.43 1 0.04 0.34 + 0.03 0.58 • 0.029 1.01 • 0.03

292 0.16 t 0.04 0.78 t 0.05 1.59 • 0.05 0.09 * 0.02 0.45 • 0.03 0.93 t 0.03

300

Fig. 7 The collisional shift cross section for rotational Raman lines, s"" ' * , for nH2 In-
finitely diluted In helium, as a function of temperature.
O-S0l0);£i : S 0 ( l ) ; O : So(2).
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Fig. 8 G R R > * vs. r for hydrogen In Infinite dilution In neon.

100 200J IW £UU 1/

Fig. 9 S R * '" vs. T for hydrogen Infinitely diluted In «rgon

300
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2.2 Depolarized Rayleigh

The correlation function, which Is the Fourier transform of the DPR
line, has the form (see chapter I)

- n <v> s D P R *

at) uM , (4)

wheres 0 P R is now a cross section matrix, and <!,• is a reduced matrix element
as defined In eq. (18) of chapter I. p.- is the occupation number of the ro-
tational level j.

In the situation where only one DPR "active" rotational level 1s occu-
pied, eq. (4) reduces to a simple exponential :

- n <v> s 0 P R t
at) = e ° (5)

As mentioned In chapter II (see eq. (3) there), the Identification
C{t) = FR(t) can be made, where PR[t) 1s again the Fourier transform of the
measured and corrected spectrum.

The cross section s 0 P R 1s then determined by the slope of the line In a
plot of In FR{t) vs. t.

When more than one DPR "active levels are occupied, as for e.g. nH2 at
T> 100 K, the correlation function Is no longer a simple exponential. As
was shown In chapter I, the cross section Is now determined by the slope at
t • 0 In a plot of In C(t) vs. t. This cross section Is a weighted sum of
the cross sections of the contributing levels.

In our measurements, however, we found always, even for nH2 at 311 K, a
simple exponential behavior for the Fourier transform of the corrected DPR
line (see for the corrections chapter II). This can be understood by the
fact that the reorientation cross section 1n the different contributing
rotational states are of the same order of magnitude, and by the fact that,
even at 311 K, the contribution to the DPR Intensity of the ,j = 1 level Is
about 80%. Hence one effectively observes only one contributing level.
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The neasurenents have been performed on the systems nHj-He, pH2-He,

nBj-üe, {rftj-S'e and nHj-Ar. The lowest temperature, at which accurate

measurements could be performed, was determined, for the nH2-noble gas

system, by the bof l ing point of the mixture. For the pKj-He and pHj-Ne

system this, temperature was determined by the necessary occupation number

of the 3 = 2 leve l . The highest temperature at which measurements were per-

formed was about 300 K.

We were not able to perform any OPR measurements on the system p^-Ar ,

because here the ratio between the intensit ies of the Rayleigh-BMllouin

t r i p l e t and the OPR l ine 1s very unfavourable due to the high polar izabHi ty

Tibie vtl

Values of the broadening crosï section of the depolarized Rayleiqh l i n e d " * for pH2, oH2 and nH2.
The values or d>rn for oH2 are derived fro* Measured data on oHj and Interpolated data on nH2,
using eq. [26) of chapter I of this thesis.

T

(K)

PH2

He 26.3

43.0

100

150

169 0.224 + 0.009

300 0.49 i 0.02

311

Ne 43.5

120

e0'"
(10"2° n2)

oHj

0.22 + 0.01

0.37 + 0.02

0.062

0.082

0.147

0.211

0.3R1

0.192

0.25

nH2

* 0.011

t 0.008

* 0.004

t 0.006

+ 0.008

• 0.002

± 0.02

169 0.57 * 0.03 0.41 t 0.03

197 0.52 + 0.02

292 0.663 i 0.008

300 0.81 t 0.03 0.69 t 0.03

Ar 120 0.75 t 0.01

200 0.61 + 0.02

292 0.41 t 0.01
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of the Ar «tons (cf. eq. (2) of chapter II).

For the determination of G D P R we followed the measuring procedure

described In chapter II.

In the extrapolation procedure we made use of the results of Keijser et

al. *) for pure nR, and pHj at room temperature; for T< 293 K we used the

results for pure nf^ of Van den Hout et al. e ) . At 169 K for pHj, we used

the results obtained by Van Die 9 ) .

The way In which s D P R for para and normal hydrogen at Infinite dilution

was extracted from the experimental data Is analogous to the way in which

S R R fs determined and It yields the same kind of plots. Therefore, In table

VII, only the final resu ts for s D P R are given and the cross section is

plotted vs. temperature 1n figs. 10-12.

The agreement of our results and thoss of Gupta et al. *) for nHj

(which were extrapolated to infinite dilution) Is good.

To obtain the values of s 0 P R for ortho hydrogen Infinitely diluted in a

noble gas, we used eq.(26) of chapter I combined with the data for p^-noble

gas obtained by Van Die 9 ) . The results for s 0 P R of pHj -noble gas and oHg-

noble gas are Included In table VII.

K 300

Fig. 10 The collision*! broidening cross section for the depolarized Rayleigh line, eDPR, far
nHz Infinitely diluted In helium as a function of the tenverature T.
# : our results; • : obuined from ref. 4 by extrapolation to pure noble gas.
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300

Fig. 11 G0Pfi vs. T for nH2 In Infinite dilution In neon.
# : our results; • : obtained from ref. 4 by extrapolation to pure noble gas.

Fig. 12 SDPB vs. T for nH2 In Infinite dilution In argon.
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CHAPTER IV

CLOSE-COUPLED CALCULATIONS OF LINE BROADENING AND SHIFT
CROSS SECTIONS OF HYDROGEN INFINITELY DILUTED

IN HELIUM AND NEON

1. Introduction

In this chapter we will present the results of full quantum mechanical
(close coupled) calculations for some of the broadening and shift cross sec-
tions encountered in the previous chapter.

These calculations are the result of a cooperation with Dr. McCourt of
the University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. They are based on a program for
5-matrix calculation for molecular collisions as developed by Dr. Green,
NASA Institute for Space Studies, New York, U.S.A., and adapted for our
problem by Dr. McCourt. All calculations were performed at the computer-
center of the University of Waterloo.

In the calculations two potentials were used, viz. the Horse- spline
fitted-Van der Waals (NSV(GH)l) potential of Shafer and Gordon ' ) , and the
Hartree-Fock-damped dispersion, type B, (HFD-B) of Rodwell and Scoles 2 ) .
The MSv(GH)l potential was chosen to allow a check of our calculations with
those by Shafer and Gordon and to extend their results for rotational Raman
(RR) and depolarized Rayleigh (DPR) to lower temperatures. The HFD-B
potential was used because It Is one of the most recent developments.

The calculations were performed for the systems H2-He (both MSV(GH)1
and HFD-B potential) and H2-Ne {HFD-B potential). For both systems we calcu-
lated the effective broadening and shift cross section of the 5Q(0), £Q(1)
and So(2) Raman Unes. For H2-He, with the MSV(GH)1 potential, and H2-Ne,
with the HFD-B potential, the line broadening cross section for the DPR line
was calculated.
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2. Potentials

The intermolecular potential V{R,9) Is usually expanded according to

V(Rfi) = 5 VX(R) PX(COS 6) , (1)

where Px (cos e) is a Legendre polynomial of the order x, R 1S the Intermo-
lecular distance and 8 the angle between R and the Intramolecular axis. For
homonuclear molecule-atom systems the expansion contains only terms for even
values of x. If the nonspheridty of the potential Is small, the expansion
can be cut off at x « 2 :

v(R.Q) = vQ(R) + vz(R) P2(cos e) . (2)

The I tf(GH)l potential, used 1n the calculations can be expressed as:

2fc(l - R/R ) 0 (1 -
m - 2yxe m } R<

[R - Rx)[b2X + [R - R2)l
b
3X * ^ ~ V ^ x 1 ^ fli *

Here, e 1s the well depth and /?m the position of the minimum of the poten-

t i a l . The values of the parameters are listed In table I . In table I I (for

H2-He) and table I I I (for H2-Ne) the parameters of the HFD-B potential are

listed. This potential can be written as:

6, -<x.R . 6. -0.78 p R
R x e x - [l - (Pxi»)''

M e x ]

7 -2.1—= O.tOB-7! C

n=3 JTn

In f ig. 1 both potentials are compared for the case of H2-He. I t Is
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seem that In the MSV{GH)1 potential the nonsphertcity Is more pronounced In
the repulsive region thin fn the attractive region; this behavior Is the
opposite of that found 1n the HFO-B potential.

Tible I

Pir*wters for the NSV(GH)l potential for the syste* H,-He ' ) .

i

0

2

s •

s

4.

6 .

ix

l

0.4

, - 3 .

OS x

160

*A

dO'J eV

1.332

0.34898

3815 x 10*
ID*'Om

)

-1

0.7966

1 0 m

1

(10

1

-1,

>J.A
10 m -> ,

.663

.8234

*>.A

i d o " •-•)

0.2

-0.586214

*4.»

(io'° »-')

2.39312

-1.00645

Ct.X

(10-60 eï-m')

2.39539

0.251516

(10

6

0

' M
- " eV

.85886

.72018

-*)

Table I I

Piraneters for the HFO-B potential far the system H2-He 2).

A

0

2

A

0

2

'A

(10 1 0 ev-ii.-1)

264.099

37.399

c*x
(to"M.v.«*)

2.39

0.234

°A
(1010 m-1)

4.34113

4.59163

C*.X

(10-° ev.«»)

9.284

3.074

»A

1.57994

2.35929

c}0 x

(10- 1 0 0 eV.m10)

46.748

15.41

pA

do io
n-')

2.434

2.2830

c\2 A

<10"-° evV2)

267.89

B8.40

CU,X

do"'40
 e v . . u )

2167.42

715.28
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Table I I I

Parameters for the HFD-B potential for the systcn Hj-Ne 2).

t °X »A "»

(10

0

2

i.

0

2

SJH.€O3S

119.978

(10-*° eV.-')

5.05

0.475

4.34236

4.50350

ca,Jk

( 1 0 " " «V.i»1

21.369

6.408

) (10

1.51450

1.93S25

C.O.A

- 1 0 0 ev.i.10)

112.8

33.81

2.3913

2.19831)

cl2 y

( 1 0 - I M eV.m12

714.80

214.43

) (1O- 4 0 ev.m14)

6128.89

1839.03

Fig. 1 Comparison of the two potentials used In the calculations.
— : HSV(GH)1; : HFD-B.
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3. Cilealattens

The calculations proceeded along the following lines:

First the cross section as given In eq. (7) of chapter I was calculated

as a function of total angular momentum j, at fixed relative kinetic energy.

Ittese calculations Mere stopped when the accumulated value of o ( I . e . the

sun of the contributions over al l <7-values) had converged far enough. This

convergence Is , at a certain relative kinetic energy, much faster for the

RecrlC£Q2)| .

0.2

-0.1

„0.1
it\ 2

iu rn
o

Imcr{02;02l|

-02

O . H)
JTOT^

0 i 10
• ' T O T .

30

£„=50 cm'

20 30

1

• .

1

£1,

i

=200 cm1

20 30

uu

RecrlO2iO2)[
0

fi,= 100cmJ _

* • _

I |

Jio r10 20 30

Re o102,02l

02
idV

Imff(O2;O2)|O

-0.1

30

20 30

Im ff(02;02)|

-03

Fig. 2 Typical example of the accumulated value of Reo and Imo as a function of the total

angular momentum J (H2-He, radiative transition 0*2, MSV(GH)1 potential).
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null ïhan for tine fmigtnary part of o. Furthermore, the contributions to the
shift cross section have no definite sign and the approach of [no to Its
final value with Increasing J 1s not Monotonous. This was already observed
Ety Shaffer and Gordon In their calculations. The slower convergence at fixed
energy means that the shift Is more sensitive to larger values of the Impact
parameter than the broadening. In f ig . 2 a typical example of o Is given as
a function of J.

These converged values gave the cross sections as a function of rela-

tive kinetic energy. For technical reasons the calculations started at a

lowest energy of 25 cm'1. In f ig . 3 we give the results for Re o(02;02) for

H2-He for both potentials as a function of energy.

Finally, fromo(ff) the thermally averaged values Is calculated accord-
Ing to

E

G = — L - ƒ E ts(E) e ** <B . (5)
CW> O

In view of the limited range of energies covered, the thermal average 1s
only accurate above 70 K. The accuracy diminishes at lower temperatures with
the Increasing Importance of low energy collisions. Below 50 K no thermally
averaged results will be given.

RecrKE;

Fig. 3 Exurpie of the red part of the thermally non-averaged cross section (o(02;02) for
H2-He) is a function of relative kinetic energy, calculated with the HSV(GH)1 potential
( ) and with the HFO-B potential ( ).
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4. Results and tSJscuissicn

{rotatimaï Eaian and depolanted Rayldgh)

In figs. 4-6 results for the 5o (0) , SQ{1) and SQ(2) lines for both po-

tentials are given together with the experimental results. In all cases the

MSV(GH}1 results are 1n fairly good agreement with experiment, while the

HFD-B results give appreciably lower results. We recall furthermore that the

nonaveraged results cf the HSV(GM)1 potential shows clearly a tendency, also

seen In experiment, to Increase at low temperature, while such an effect Is

not yet visible In the energy region covered for the HFD-B potential. At

temperatures below 110 K the calculated results are reprsented by a dotted

line in figs. 4-6, because not enough values for the cross sections were

available at low energies. Therefore, the thermal averaging Is somewhat

uncertain In the low temperature region.

For the S0(l) line at room temperature there exists a slight disagree-

ment between our calculations (0.270 x 10"20 m2) and those of Shafer and

K 300

Fig. 4 The colUsionil broadening cross section for the So(0) M m for H2-He as a function of
temperature T% For comparison, the experimentally determined values of 3 B H from chapter
III of this thesis have been Included.

: calculated with the HSV(GH)1 potential; : calculated with the HFO-B poten-
tial;—-—: see text.
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Fig. 5 G"* lor Vit SO{1) l i re for H2-He is a function of T.
ö : experimental results fron chipter I I I of this thesis;-

HS¥(CH)1 potential; : calculated with the HFO-B potent i i l ; -
: calculated with the

see text.

Fig. 6 oRR for the So(2) line for H2-He as a function of T.
O : experimental results from chapter I I I of this thesis; : calculated «1th the

HSV(GH)l potential; : calculated «1th the HFO-B potential; •: see text.

Gordon (0.263 x 10"20 m 2 ) . This disagreement (2.5X) might be explained by
the fact that the calculations by Shafer and Gordon of o as a function of
kinetic energy extended from 60 cm"1 to 1100 cm'1, while our calculations
ranged from 25 cm"1 to 700 cm"'. This cannot, however, explain the rather
serious discrepancy (8%) that exists for the 50(0) line at room temperature
(our result 0.312 x 10" 2 0 m 2 vs. 0.339 x 10" 2 0 m2 given 1n ref. 1). Unfortu-
nately we were not able to obtain more detailed Information about the cal-
culations by Shafer and Gordon and therefore we cannot explain the differ-
ence In value for the broadening cross section of the SO(O) line.
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f<0. ' Tfc«" coll i f icrtt brettienlng cross section for the depolarized Rayieign line. G0>>R, as a
function of tetrperature, r, for the system oH2-He *nd pH2-He. For conpirison, the
cipertiwntal results frcn chipter I I I of this thesis have been Included.

O •' ejperinenMl results for pHj-He; A : experimental results for oHj-He;—^: calcu-
lated with the HSV(GH)! potential; : see text.

For the DPR line (see fig. 7) we have only results for the MSV(GH)1 po-
tential. The agreement with experiment for the oH2-He 1s of the same quality
as for rotational Raman. Large discrepancies are found for the pH2-He data.
The completely different behavior as a function of temperature of the exper-
imental pH2-He points gives the Impression that the experimental point at
169 K might be In error.

Here, the calculations were performed only with the HFD-B potential. As
In the case of H2-He, the results of the calculations for the 50(0), so(l)
and 50(2) lines with this potential are appreciably lower than the experi-
mental results (see figs. 8-10). The calculated results show also less of an
Increase at the lowest temperatures.

Fdr the DPR line (see fig. 11) there Is good agreement for pH2-Ne,
while the calculated results for oH2-He are again too low with respect to
the experimental results.
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Ttg. 6 -3*" «5. T for the S„(0) Hoe of nHj-Jte, ctlcultted with the HFO-B potentiil. For co«p*-

nic-i, the eiperinrnttl results from chapter III of this thesis hive «Iso been given.

O = ejiperfnentil results; : c*tcul*t«! «1th the HFD-8 potentUI; : see text.

05 -;

4

• 1 >

1

t

H2-Ne .
1—3

-

100 200 300

Fig. 9 -s"" vs. T lor the s o { l ) line of hydrogen-neon.

A = experiment*! results; : calculated with the HFD-B potential; : see text.
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r«9. 10 o"* vs. ? ter t * t S0{2J «Int of hydro9*n-nron.

O : eipcrlarntti re tu i ts ; -—: ciki i l t ted with the HFO-B potentfil; • see text.

F1g. 11 e0PR for H2-Ne is a function of temperature, for both hydrogen species.

O : experiment!! results from chapter I I I of this thesis for pH2-Ne; & : experimen-

tal results for oH2-Ne; : calculated with the HFD-B potential; : see text.
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The stijft calculations as a function of energy show nore detailed
structure ehan the broadening cross sections. This Is shown in fig. 12,
where Ji«o{02;02J Is given for both potentials. In thermal averaging nost of
the f f me structure disappears. In figs. 13-15 the thermally averaged results
for the shift cross sections of the 50(0), S0(l) and S0(Z) lines are given
for tülh potentials, together with the experimental results.

The discrepancies occurring In the values for the shift cross sections
between our calculated values and those reported in ref. 1, can be explained
by the fact that Shafer and Gordon used a Born approximation here, whereas
we used the full quantum mechanical calculations.

05

0

)
Im<Ti02,O2)|

J

1 1 1 1 | 1 1 1 1

H2-He_

-

^*s -
500 cm., 1000

Fig. 1Z Eximple of the Imaginary part of the thermally non-averaged cross section (o(02;02) of

the system H2-He) as a function of the relative kinetic energy of the colliding par-

ticles.

: HSV{GH)1; : HFD-B.



300

F1<j. 13 Itie colllsicntl shift cross section G" R'* for the £0(0) Hne of Hj-He ts t function of
tenpenture. For coapirlson. the experiment*) 1y determined cross sections from chapter
U I of this thesis havs been Included.
O = eipertrental results; : calculated with the HSV(GH)1 potential;——: calcu-

lated ulth the HFD-B potential; »' see text.

Fig. 14 G R R p* vs. T for the S0(l) line of H2-He.
A : experimental results; : calculated with the .H5V(GH)1 potential;

lated with the HFD-B potential; : see text.

-—: calcu-
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Fig. 15 GRR«» *s. p for the so(2) line for H2-He.
O : experinentit r e s u l t s ; — : ctUvltttd with the HSV(GH)1 potential

Iited Nith the KFD-8 potentie!; : see text.
; e«lcu-

Neither of the potentials 1s more than qualitatively successful. This

Is not unexpected. Shafer and Gordon ') have already shown that the line

shift Is very sensitive to centrifugal deformation (stretching) of the

spherical part of the Interaction potential. Such effects were not Included

In our calculations.

The calculations for H2-Ne show similar results as those for H2-He (see

figs. 16-18). Again the change of sign of Im a 1s not predicted by the HFD-B

potential, 1f only the nonspherlcity and no stretching 1s taken Into

account.
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-

f

x
. 1

l o

H2-Ne -
0-2

•

5

N

N*

o T ioo 200 K 300

Fig. 16 o"8'* vs. T for the Sg(0) ltne for Hj-Ne.
O : eiperiaentit results from chapter III of this thesis; — —: calculated with the
HFD-B potential; •: see text.

100 200 K 300

Fig. 17 s R B ' ' vs. T for the S0 ( l ) line of H2-He.
^ : experimental results;— — : calculated with the HFD-B potential; : see text.
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A t .

Fig. 18 SR B ' * vs. T for the So(2) line tor H2-He.
O : experiment*! results;-.—: calculated with the HFD-B potential; : see text.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion one can state that the HFD-B potential does not fu l f i l l

Us promises. Again we see that to decide on potentials an extension to a

multiproperty analysis Is needed, as every observable has Its own window on

the Interaction. I t will he Interesting to see how successful the MSV(GH)1

potential, which describes our observations quite well, will be when

compared tomeasurements made under beam conditions.
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CHAPTER V

A SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA RELATED TO THE
INTERACTION FOR THE HYDROGEN ISOTOPES

AND THEIR MIXTURES WITH NOBLE GASES

1. Introduction

In recent years, considerable proqress has been made In the study of
those col I111 si on processes between rotating molecules, which are strongly re-
lated to the nonspherical part of the Interaction potential.

Fron a theoretical point of view, the kinetic theory based on the
Boltznann equation has resulted in a unified description of collision pro-
cesses in terms of effective cross sections. Henceforth we omit, when no
confusion can arise, the tern effective. These cross sections, which are
derived from collision Integrals, are defined as

Here

1s the average relative velocity with u the reduced mass, and

<A> = £ Tr I A f do . (3)

where the trace, Tr, Is taken over the Internal states, n 1s the particle
density and ƒ the non-equilibrium distribution function matrix. A Is the
linearized collision operator. « P ? " 1s the spherical m,n component of the
orthonormai tensors describing polarizations In y-^ space of rank p In the
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-1 »firEiitfy y «nstï rjnfc # in e*te «nqu!l«r « o w n t » J. Ihey will still
<""> r w r e of w2, tfcp translation*!, and •/', the Internal energy. Tra-
sIIlv n^p Tca'ar pjrt ***s wpanrtH Hm a set of orthonormal

Sn it*!«5!f» ĉ 'ï-ntftt!l#"5. Eq. {Ij reads then;

«f>0 *i •» n p'q'f'a' •»' BB' 4 '

Recently at ütetare clear that Hu w n y cases the scalar part Is better char-

azteruzed tv the themorfynanic flux that qivi>s rise to the polarization ' ) .

The polarfjratJKjn is then denoted as * W »«here o corresponds to this flux,

e.q. n for p«o>̂ »»!jttri flow, q and ,f for heat and particle flow, respectively.

For those cross sections which have all primed and unprined indices

equal, thi» short hand notation Gjpgna) = sfSSIJ) ** used. Moreover, if r and

e tsoth equa! zero, they are often omitted. If this does not give rise to

confusion. For detailed definitions of the various cross sections, the

reader is referred to refs. 1 and ?..

The qrowfnq number of computer calculations on cross sections for va-

rious collision processes makes the availability of experimental values de-

sirable. Hany experiments which can yield such cross sections have been per-

formed over the last 20 years, but their results are scattered throughout

the literature. It is therefore useful to compile these experimental data

and express the results on equal footing In terms of effective cross sec-

tions. This is especially useful for the hydrogen Isotopes and their mix-

tures with noble gases, which are most easily accessible to exact theoreti-

cal calculations (see e.g. refs. 3-7).

It Is the purpose of this chapter to present as complete as possible a

survey of experimentally determined cross sections which are related to the

anqle dependent part of the interaction potential for the hydrogen Isotopes

and their mixtures w U h noble gases. Cross sections which are determined by

the spherical part of the Interaction are qiven only in as far they are

needed 1n the course of this work. We have constrained our survey mostly to

temperatures bf^ow 300 K.

Special emphasis Is put on the reliability of the resulting cross sec-

tion values In view of the experiments from which they are derived. For each

cross section, the experimental quantity from which they are derived will be

given together with the relevant formulae,, followed by a table with all ex-

perimental values that can be made aval labile.
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Ot! «IfDl N? fjjijrij t ^ i t , f ar Mj «ui) fJJt Sn«»1«st<c COTtritMtions to the

cross c^iïflcrs #«v ofttwi nwjUqfhll*, fcesius* Inelastic MMts are wry rare

6n t»'sso «*'S«fS. !r:«*(»s5, (n som* <c««»5 «n elastic «OTroKtnjtJcn csn vfelld

rarr^ »>,»TIliahüip resuUs than «n e*«ct tr»>«f»wnt reJylni on quantities **iJch
ar.» rs ï '.PS**

. 'T»"!!? c-jrf q*ses H 8 , !J2 and Hl)

%ese cross sections are founrl from experiments on sound absorption

(n?fs. ?-14J.Wie expressSon for the sound absorption coefficient a In the

!OK freaaptcï1 req!«jn reads " ) :

n: p = equm JhrJun nressure

ƒ = sound wave frequency
T o = ^cp/cp^o ° S P W ^ 1 ^

 heat rat1" a* "zef>o frequency"

t;0 = sound velocity at "zero frequency"

n = coefficient of shear viscosity

X = coefficient of thermal conductivity

nv ° coefficient of volume viscosity

H ° molar mass

ff = qas constant.

For r,v ° 0, this reduces to the expression for the classical absorption

coeff icient o c | . By measurinq a and subtracting o c | , the absorption due to

rotational relaxation, arot - a - a c ) , is obtained:

(6)
/ . « • • • -

The coefficient of volume viscosity, n̂ ,, is then found from the low frequen-

cy slope of a plot of arof// vs. f f p.

The effective cross section for rotational relaxation, s(oooi), is de-

rived from iy by:
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— * - . (7)

i" s constant.
? .-- tösisüuite ttTDPratur*».
<L'I>0 - IffW/mu)* « relative averaqe velocity of the nolecu'es.

ga Is the re<1ucw3 fiwss.
In thf «se of a t*.o-!evel systen, the value of 3{oooi) can also he ot>-

fr.rw tftp position of the top of the Ja Jf\{vz/v) VB. ftp curve:

j S p p 1 (8)

Wit»!

" W - P » " 1 ' V , J^» s/a ff— (9'

{see e.q. ref. 8).
Two renarks have to be made. First, the result Inn S describes a specif-

ic rotational transition only in the case of a pure two-level system, which

1s not always the case (see fiq. 1). Spcondly, the accuracy with which

Gfoooi) Is determined, depends stronqly on the reliability of the decomposi-

tion o r c t = o - oc(. Therefore, the accuracy 1n the case of the homonuciear

hydroqen molecules 1s larqer than 1n the case of Hn, where the difference

between the rotational relaxation time and the collision time Is relatively

snail.

The values of s(oo»o) (which describes the chanqe of translational

enerqy by collisions) andetj0,^) (which describes transfer between transla-

tional energy transport and Internal energy transport) are found from

G{oooi) usinn the exact relations:

Q

S(OO1O) = |-i2lG(OOOt) (10)

and

O 1 ^ * (11)
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Fig. I The fnct iomi popuWtion of t l» rottttanti energy levels p,, is • function of tenperi-
ture for the different rodfficitions of H2 «nd D2 ind for HO.
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Uhe resulting values of the three cross sections are compiled (n ta-

ble I. At 77.3 K, the quantity [ty^p)"1 has been measured also in mixtures

of pH 2 and oHj as a function of the ortho concentration. The extrapolation

to pure oHj gives (tj^p)'1 for pH2 Infinitely diluted in a bath of ortho

perturbers. Therefore, the cross section G(oooi). derived from this extrapo-

lation and denoted "pH2 in oH2" In table I, refers to the rotational relaxa-

tion of pHj-moiecules collidinq with oH2-molecules only. For this case as

well as for nH 2 and nD2, no values for S(ooio) andS(}Jè°) can be derived:

equations (7) and (8) cannot he used since these systems have to he treated

as mixtures, while the more comolex exact relation to he used for mix-

tures '*) Involves cross sections which are not known for these systems.

The values for S(oooi) are plotted as a function of temperature In

figs. ?, 3 and 4.



IT «IJ, S Ifc* ctrcss «ritten fcr rsttttc*»! rrldttion cje»ü) fcr trie mofiJfltttlonj of Hj ti è
li^KHd et

at o

F ig . 3 G ( O O O I ) for nomiii ind ortho D2 i s • function of tenpert turc.
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IL/V", HD

"Xe

g. 4 C(CBSD) fcr HD * i t function of tmpcriturt.

2.2 &I notoj

This cross section, which describes the transport of translational

energy. Is found from the exact relation

©[ 1010} » I GJJO) • | (12)

where G(oooi) is treated in section 2.1 and G(20), which describes transport

of momentufl, is found from the viscosity coefficient n:

Gf20)
1

(13)

For H 2 and D 2, 6(0001) ,5 0.5 x 10"
2 6(20) over the whole temperature

region. Therefore, an elastic approximation, in which s(oooi) = 0, Is justi-

fied and has been used for H z and 02. The subtle difference in viscosity be-

tween the ortho and the para modification, althouqh detectable at lower tem-

perature ' 7 ) , has been neglected. Consequently, one value for both

modifications has been listed for each cross section. In the case of HD,

G(oooi) » 5 x 10~2G(2o) which demands the use of the full expression (12).

The results of the cross section values are given In table II, together

with the viscosity data from which they are derived 1 8 " 2 1 ) . Plots of s(2o)

and s(toio) as a function of temperature are given in figs. 5, 6 and 7.
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Fig. 5 s(2o) ande(toio) for H2 as a function of temperature.

F1g. 6 s(20) and 6(1010) for D2 as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 7 e(2o) inds(ioio) for HD as a function of temperature.

2.3 S(02ü),

These cross sections are derived from the magnetic field effect on the

viscosity: the "viscomagnetic effect". This effect has been measured for H 2

and D 2 by Van Ditzhuyzen et al.
 2 2) and for HD by Burgmans et al. 2 3 ) .

For situations where more than one excited rotational level plays a
Q2JI 02

role, the polarization involved is * .In other cases one may use • . The

reason is that in a fair approximation the scalar part of the polarization

depends only on J2.

From the position of the effect alonq the B/p-axis, one obtains ©(02),

which describes decay of angular momentum tensor polarization (or ^/"-polari-

zation) by collisions:

S( 0211) = (14)

where \g\ is the rotational Lande factor, M N the nuclear magneton, B the

magnetic field strength, p the pressure, u = gvHB/* the precession frequency

and T „ „ „ = {n<v> 0©( 0211)}"' is the decay time for the ^-polarization.0211
From the magnitude of the relative change of the effect, * 0211' one

finds SfJo") which describes the production of ^"-polarization from the uu-
polarization occurring in a viscous flow:
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Table III

Cr';:? section values derived fran measurements on the vlscomaqnetfc effect (refs. 22 and 23).

acczniir.q to eas. (1*5. (15) and (16).

T

(K)

DHj 151

198

243

293

nH 2 140

198

247

C93

o0 2 102

155

200

249

293

lO2 140

186

248

293

ID 21.0

31.2

39.5

50.9

77.3

157

224

293

(io-

0.66 i

0.62 <

0.53 <

0.49 i

0.66 i

0.62 t

0.66 J

0.51 i

1.6 +

1.2 i

1.2 t

1.0 +

0.91 t

1.26 +

1.07 +

0.91 +

0.88 +

4.79 +

3.26 +

3.27 +

3.09 +

2.95 +

2.67 ±

2.36 +

2.26 ±

10 a2)

i 0.04

• 0.04

! 0.04

• 0.05

: 0.04

• 0.04

0.05

0.05

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.08

0.09

o. o»
0.09

O.Ofl

0.09

0.09

0.07

0.08

o.oe
0.07

0.07

0.07

si:
(10-:

D.0140 ;

0.01S3 i

0.018 j

0.019 j

0.0097 •

0.0124 +

0.0134 +

0.0133 •

0.032 t

0.030 *

0.030 +

0.02B +

0.026 i

0.027 +

0.026 +

0.027 +

0.027 +

0.392 +

0.565 •

0.643 +

0.639 +

0.519 +

0.381 f

0.318 +

0.282 t

" ^

; 0.0008

: 0.0012

• 0.001

; 0.002

0.0006

0.0008

0.0012

0.0013

0.004

0.002

0.002

0.003

0.002

0.002

0.002

0.003

0.002

0.007

(1.016

0.014

0.017

0.014

0.010

0.009

0.009

(io-

0.0063

0.0082

0.0080

0.0085

0.0043

0.0055

0.0060

0.0059

0.013

0.013

0.013

0.013

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.175

0.253

0.288 :

0.286 ;

0.232 :

0.170 j

0.142 ;

0.126 :

lOlOj

2 0 m1)

* 0.0004

• 0.0005

t 0.0006

• 0.0009

+ 0.0003

t 0.0003

* 0.0005

t 0.0006

t 0.002

t n.ooi

t 0.001

i 0.001

t 0.001

+ 0.001

+ 0.001

t 0.001

t 0.001

+ 0.003

t 0.007

t 0.006

t 0.007

t 0.006

t 0.005

ï 0.005
t 0.004
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(15)

Be sign of S f j ^ I can be obtained from experiments on flow birefringence
and is found to be positive. From this cross section one finds the value
of sf " i j 0 ! which describes the production of flux of O2n (Kagan or ót?-
potarization) from translational energy transport, using the exact relation:

tan
ozn.
20 >

(16)

This suqqests that for fX 2 q , the Kagan polarization produced In a heat flow,

i t is a reasonable approximation to assume that I t Is equal to the flux of
i2ntensor polarization produced In a viscous flow, f . Note again that this

problem arises for the hydrogen Isotopes only I f more than one rotational

level is excited.

Values for all three cross sections are listed in table I I I . In addi-
tion, the values of S(02n) and Gf"11) are plotted as a function of tempera-
ture in figs. 8, 9 and 10.

Fig. 8 The cross sections e(ozn) «nds(!jjjn) for normal and para H2 as a function of tempera-
ture.
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Tig. 9 The cross sections 6(02II)

ture.

for noraul «nd ortho D2 as J function of tenpera-

Fig. 10 The crass sections S(02n) •n(le(|Jn) for HO as t function of temperature.
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2.4 ~J

JhH cfitïïs sect(«Ki, »Afch describes transport of internal energy, can
fran tfcp thcmi) conrtuctilvity coefficient, X:

10 C
Int. f

Cl ICO») --

, 1010
• oor • a

i n t G(1OIO)

A SI «oio} - ~
(17)

«•tere a = fe*r/n«9>

For M 2 and 0 2 it is found that the terms Involving S(

qiected with respect to the tem a-jp^

tion, the expression tl7) simplifies to

!°0?) can be ne-

In this elastic approxima-

Int

2 Sf «OIO)

(18)

Whereas ••• is expression can in principle be used over the whole temperature

ranqr» considered, one should be careful in practice at the lower tempera-

tures, where the denominator (which Is essentially X r o t) vanishes. Conse-

quently, G(ïooi) becomes extremely sensitive to even small errors In the

vatue for A as well as for small errors in s(ioio), which Is derived from

viscosity data (see eq. (12)). Especially the relatively larqe uncertainties

In X make the use of eq. (18) highly unreliable. In particular at the lower

temperatures. As an example, at T = 100 K, the estimated error of 4* In the

thermal conductivity coefficient of nH2 gives rise to an uncertainty in

G{ ïooi) of a factor of 2. For D 2, the sensitivity of s(iooi) for errors in X

is smaller. However, as pointed out in the appendix, the uncertainties in X

are so large that use of eq. (18) 1s not recommended even in the case of n2.

More accurate values can be expected by usinq the elastic approximation

and an effective spherical potential. The value of s(iooi) for H 2 and D 2 Is

therefore determined from

5 of'»')*
<S{ 'OOI) = f { 2 2 )* (5(1010) (19)

(see ref. 39). For fl(''''* / fl(2'2)*(the ratio of two collision Integrals,
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*>.<3. r*f. 2*}, the «juantum «pchanical values from Munn et al. (see
ct* te ref. 25) are psed; these values differ by less than 0.5% from

ï"!* classical) values g!ven by Hlrschfelder et al. 2 6 } . The values for
©f lean]) *rw listed In table IV and displayed In fjqs. U and 12. Because of
t»re ale cf eq. {19}, the difference between the ortho and para mortification
i% neglected fsee section 2.2).

For m , the elastic approximation 1s too crude. Unfortunately, use of
tte fun expression (17) is also dangerous since existing thermal conductf-

T*t>le IV

f*Ou«s fcr cjicst} for H, imj !)3 K derived In She elistlc «gproxlNtlon usinq eq. (19). The

»*C'.t', n 3".'J K given tetvttn brtcliets *re obtilned usinq eq. (16) for H2 *nd I), *nd eq. (17) for

M . n ry Mr* «ft error of * lot <!ue to in est fIUted error of 31 1n ». The v<lues of * used ire

0.588 U'*r''t~" tor nH,. 0.136 M-n*1-!!"1 for nl)t tnd 0.155 «•«"'.K"1 for HO (see also ippendfn).
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ffsts ara tqs ïtiazvjnt*. apart fn>n the value at T * 300 K, for a reJf-

eï)te fï(?ïe!Wirit1«sn of Cj toot). Therefore we « t i l refrain fron qiving values

(fcr fhfl'i cr-ss section at othec

FI9. 11 T M cross section o(«ooi) for H, as < function of te"per«ture.

•uooii

'ol
j BO 200 300

F1g. 12 The cross section e(ioot) for D 2 1$ 4 function of temperature.
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Bie cross section €(127), which describes the decay of Kaqan {or u57-
tysm} ptsiarSzatton, can be obtained fro* the position alonq the B/p-axis of
the magnetic fJeld effect on the thermal conductivity 2 7 " 2 ' ) :

J ! ^ (20)

where T = fn<i»> Qf iz?}}"' Is the decay time for u u - polarization.

For H2 and D2, the field effect on the thermal conductivity is very

snail (order of magnitude 10'5 - 10"4) and the position of the effect alonq

the S/p-axis can. In most cases, only be determined with a large error mar-

gin {* 20Ï). Therefore, more reliable values can be obtained by usinq the

approximate relation

G[ ia?J -s#|(i3f) +jG(02n) , (21)

where Ga,(i2?) is the elastic value. Since S(02n) contributes only of the
order of 5S for H 2 and 0 2, this can be further simplified:

S( I»?) - S#)( I2q) - S#)( 1001) • S( 1001) . (22)

This relation is found to be valid within the experimental error ïn those

cases where S(\?xj) can be measured reasonably accurately: 4 20% (see table

V). Therefore, In all other cases s(iooi) must be expected to yield a

reasonable value for 3(127).

For HO, the above mentioned approximations are neither allowed nor

necessary, since the magnetic effect on the thermal conductivity is about 2

orders of magnitude larger than for H2 and 0 2, which qives an appreciably

better determination of the position of the effect (•• ror - 10%). The values

of G{v2q) for HO, according to eq. (20), are listed In table V and plotted

vs. temperature In fig. 13.

The cross section S(J|5') , which describes the production of off- type

polarization from transport of Internal energy, Is found from the maqnitude

of the field effect on thermal conductivity 2 7 " 2 9 ) :



<">

(24)

Table V

for G j i j j ) J I dprlvM fro» the position of the f ield effect on thenul conductivity (refs.

Kcsrdic? to rq.(2DK Por coMpirtion, 6(1001) Is «Iso given for H2 ind f)2 (see eq. (19)).

*H2

nH2

00,

nO2

HO

r
W

110

300

300

85

300

85

300

26.2

38.2

49.6

60.0

69.5

85

86.2

150

199

300

6(11?)

(in-*0 m2)

15 t 3

15 • 3

17 • 3

20 • 4

IB t 4

18+4

14 • 3

25

23 t 3

21 t 2

20 * 1.5

19 * 1

19 t 2

18.6

iu.U

14.8

14 i 1

6(1001)

16.8

13.8

13.8

18.3

13.9

18.3

13.9
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"2

and

•rus!

Fig. 13 The cross section G(iij) for HD <s * function of teapertture.

2C,

(26)

For H2 and D2> I t Is found that the couplfnn cross sections S(
and S( |jL10) can be neglected. With eq.(18) rewritten as

C
* a(2 S(1OIO)

Int 1
S(1001)•> . (27)

and using the approximation s(toio) «-^(0{2'2) */n(1>1) *)s(iooi) (cf. eq.

(19)), eq. (23) simplifies to:

(28)
lot

where only the plus siqn 1s considered In eq. (23) according to the argument
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grl«*n in ref. ?•?.

Pesuiits are given in table VI. Jn those cases trhere no reliable value

for ^ i i j j 6s a'lfafUble, use Is nan> of the approximation G(i?9) • e(moi)

((see eg. I22JJ.

For t£l. the full expression (23) rust be used. A value for©{ | j ° ' ) Is

cjlven only at 3TO K, because reliable values for e(tooi) and for \ are

lackinq at other temperatures (see section 2.4). For sake of completeness,

values of T,jk «re qiven In table VI.

Ttbte vi

Vtlues far Tla} a fc-rvj fro» the «qnitode of the field effect on the thermal conductivity ( rc f i .
27-2)}. and the crosi section slJJ?1) derived from I t accordlnq to eq. (28) for H2 and n2 and
accord!n9 to eo. (23) for HD.

nH,

oD,

nO,

7

(K>

86

100

110

300

26.4

85

100

110

300

85

300

26.4

85

300

W* f ,„

22

36

48

36

<1.4

<2

<2

2

30

218

50

5

80

36

(10-20 m1)

17.8*

17.3*

15

15

26.4*

17.8*

17.3*

lfi.8*

17

20

18

28.8*

18

14

s(tooi)

(10-" m7)

17.8

17.3

16.8

13.8

26.4

17.8

17.3

16.8

13.8

18.3

13.9

28.8

18.2

13.9

si!S°'>
{10-" n2)

0.32*

0.32*

0.31

0.23

0.11*

0.23

0.68

0.31

1.08*

0.43

0.23

value found with the approximation e(i2) • s(tooi)
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t/I

r JO* ? „

(K) J10"ï9 »!3 ÏIO"*° mJ|) (1O"!O ra3)

W £1.9

33.6

?6.?

Ï8.2

49.6

fiO.O

69.5

SS

86.2

ISO

199

300

extripolêted value

nDD OD PP
£ * O © « w GvlCL G?

a) SD P R

?o
36

59

190

370

539

600

720

700

770

700

630

t 3

* 4

t 5

t 30

• 3D

• 30

t 30

1 70

• 30

• 30

+ 30

• 30

?,f>.2

35.6

25

n
20

19

19

IR.6

16.0

14.8

14 13.3 0.67

This cross section describes the decay of anqular momentum tensor po-

larization as measured from the depolarized Rayleiqh scattering (refs. 30-

33). The Fourier transform of the OPR line shape yields the correlation

function C[t). From the Initial slope of this correlation function one

obtains the cross section for DPR line broadening according to:

with n the particle density.

If the line shape Is a pure Lorentzian, this expression Is equivalent

to



^DPR
2 IT AV.

n<t»,
(30)

where Avj Is half the width at half height of the DPR line.

The area under the curve of a plot of C{t) vs. t also yields the cross

section for DPR broadening, but the difference with the data obtained with

the use of eq. 29 is small 3 t ) . Information Is also obtainable from the

curvature of the curve of C(t) vs. t, but the accuracy is not too good ' ) •

Results are given in table VII.

Table VII

Values for the depolarized Rayleigh scattering cross section derived from the experiments of refs.
30-33 using eq. (29). Note that e.g. "oH2 In pH2" refers to S0PH for oH2 colliding with pH2

molecules only.

(K) (10-20 m2)

169 0.62 t 0.03

293 0.53 t 0.01

oH2 In pH2 28.0 0.58 + 0.1

"H„

nO.

HD

Hj In oH2 28.0

2R.0

42.4

78.4

149

293

2.71 t 0.05

2.18 + 0.06

1.44 + 0.03

0.845 + 0.015

0.536 ± 0.01

0.508 + 0.005

31

77

293

30

77

293

.0

.8

.0

.6

2.63

1.23

1.05

3.8

2.96

3.21

t 0.02

+ 0.02

t 0.05

i 0.3

+ 0.05

+ 0.06
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300

F1g. 14 The cross section for collisional broadening of the depolarized Rayleigh line S° P R for
nH2, nD2 and HO as a function of temperature.

It should be stressed that measurements for pure pH2 cannot be perfor-

med at the lower temperatures (2* & 80 K) since all molecules are in the

j = 0 state. However, 1t is still possible to obtain the line profile of the

j = 1 molecules colliding only with J = 0 molecules. This was done by

Van den Hout et al. ï 2) by extrapolatinq data on ortho-para mixtures at

28.0 K to pure para hydroqen. In the table, these data are referred to as

"oH2 in pH2", to be distinquished from the "oH2 in oH2"-data which reflect

the behavior of ortho molecules colliding only with ortho molecules.

In fig. 14 the results are given for nH2, nD2 and HD as a function of

temperature.

b) SRR

This cross section is derived from the width of the rotational Raman

lines 3 0 ' 3 4 ' 3 7 ) , according to :

.RR
2 it Av.

n<v>,
(31)

Values are given in table VIII for various radiative transitions be-

tween the rotational levels. Also here, an extrapolation procedure can give
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Table VIII

Values of the broaden! nq cross section for rotational Raman scatteHnq, found from the

measurements given In refs. 3<»-3? according to eq. (31). Note that e.g. 1*3 for pH2 reflects the

behavior of an ortho molecule 1n a bath of para molecules.

T

(K) (10- 2 0 m 2 )

(0*2) S 0 ( l ) (1*3) So(2) (2*4) So(3) (3*5) So(4) (4*6) S„(5) (5*7)

pH2 24.8 2.41 + 0.1 0.58 + 0.02

77.8 0.74 + 0.03 0.22 + 0.02 0.80 + 0.05

793 0.49 + 0.01 0.31 + 0.01 0.43 + 0.01 0.25 + 0.01 0.23 + 0.01

77.8 0.51 +0 .02 1.13 +0 .02 0.45 +0 .03

293 0.36 + 0.01 0.54 ± 0.01 0.32 + 0.01 0.39 + 0.01 0.22 + 0.01

nH2 74.8 1.51 i 0.02 2.38 + 0.04

35.0 1.06 + 0.02 1.70 + 0.02

52.7 0.74 + 0.02 1.19 + 0.01

77.8 0.57 + 0.01 0.90 + 0.01 0.54 + 0.02

137 0.408 + 0.01 0.642 + 0.01 0.384 + 0.01 0.446 + 0.01

176 0.384 + 0.005 0.576 + 0.005 0.369 + 0.005 0.394 + 0.01

293 0.40 + 0.01 0.49 + 0.01 0.35 + 0.01 0.36 + 0.01 0.22 + 0.01

on

pD

2

2

28.

28.

3

3

4.

3.

55

30

+ 0.

+ 0.

1

05

1.

6.

29

5

+ 0.

t 0.

1

1

flO2 28.3 4.13 + 0.1 3.03 + 0.05

42.9 2.47 + 0.05 1.98 + 0.05 2.44 + 0.15

77.8 1.45 t 0.02 1.24 + 0.02 1.40 J 0.02 0.85 + 0.05

148.5 1.07 + 0.01 0.94 + 0.01 0.96 + 0.01 0.70 + 0.01 0.50 i 0.02

Z93 1.12 + 0.01 0.89 + 0.01 0.83 + 0.01 0.68 + 0.01 0.57 + 0.01 0.37 + 0.01
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Table VII I (continued)

T

00 (KT 2 0 m»)

S0(0)

HD 27.0 4.94 ± 0.1 3.96 t 0.1

41.2 3.48 t 0.1 3.23 ± 0.1

78.5 3.01 i 0.05 3.08 + 0.05 2.92 + 0.05

149.3 3.56 + 0.05 3.46 + 0.05 2.93 + 0.05 2.25 + 0.1

293 4.9 + 0.1 4.4 + 0.1 3.8 + 0.1 3.1 + 0.1 2.3 + 0.1

information on the behavior of an ortho molecule in a bath of para molecules

and vice versa. For Instance, the numbers listed under the 1+3 transition

for pH2 reflect the values of ©
R R for ortho molecules making a 1+3 transi-

tion and colliding with para molecules only.

In figs. 15, 16 and 17, © R R is displayed as a function of temperature.

F1g. 15 The cross sections for the collisfonai broadening of the rotational Raman lines s for
H2 as a function of temperature.
# : S 0 ( 0 ) ; O : S 0 ( l ) ; + : 50(2); O : S0(3);A : S„(4).
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F1g. 16 sR R for D2 as a function of temperature.
• : S 0 ( 0 ) ; O : S 0 ( l ) ; + : S , | 2 ) ; D : S0(3

300

Fig. 17 s for HD as a function of temperature.
) ; O : So(3
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e) SRR>»

This cross section describes the frequency shift of the rotational

Raman lines due to collisions between the molecules. It is calculated from

the shift according to:

2* AvRRs f
Table IX

Values for the cross section s""** derived from the rotational Raman line shift data In refs. 36

and 37 using eq. (32). Positive siqns refer to a shift towards the frequency of the exciting

light. The estimated error Is + 0.2 x 10"20 m2, except for the data between brackets, where It Is

± 0.4 x 1 0 " M m2, and the data at room temperature, where It Is about ± 0.01 x 10"20 m2.

100

HD

T

(K)

, 20.2

24.8

27.7

35.0

52.7

77.8

137

176

293

28.3

42.9

77.8

148.5

27.0

41.2

78.5

149.3

yo)

2.4

1.9

1.4

1.3

0.6

0.4

0.3

0.1

-0.028

2.7

1.1

0.4

0.0

(1.0)

-0.4

-1.1

-1.3

V»
2.2

1.7

1.5

1.2

0.7

0.4

0.2

0.1

-0.042

0.9

-0.1

-0.3

-0.3

(-1.4)

-1.5

-1.4

-1.6

GRR.»

(10"20 n2)

y«>

0.4

0.1

-0.2

-0.2

-0.8

-0.8

(0

(0

0.

0.

(-0.

,(3)

.5)

.3)

7

1

1)

y«>

(0.5)



where Av s is the shift of the line at density n with respect to zero densi-
ty. The values are derived from the experimental data of refs. 36 and 37,
and listed in table IX. Positive signs refer to a shift towards the frequen-
cy of the exciting light. In figs. 18, 19 and 20, the values for s R R > s are
plotted as a function of temperature.

SRI

1 1

- 1 -
I 1

i i

nH2
|

-

-

i
100

Fig. 18 The cross sections for the shift of the rotational Raman lines s R R # s for H2 as a func-

tion of temperature.

• : S 0(0);O : S0(.lf; + : S„(2); O : So(3).

2 -•r
1-3

I

2-4

I

nD2

a 4—6

£

I
100 K 200

Fig. 19 s R R > > as a function of temperature for 0 2 .

i + : So(2); • : S0(3); & : S0(4).
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Fig. 20 s R R > I as a function of temperature for HO.
• : S 0 ( 0 ) J O : S0[l);+ : S 0 ( 2 ) ; O : So(3).

2.7 Flow birefringenae

The matrix element Involved in flow birefrinqence is
- 3/4

Flow birefringence has been measured so far only at room temperature by

Baas 4 0 ) . At this temperature calculation of cross sections from e is not

possible, with the exception of pH2, as more than one rotational level 1s

Involved, while one is still far from the classical limit.

For all hydrogen Isotopes the flow birefringence coefficient 3 is

reported in table X. The birefringence coefficient B is defined according

Table t

Flow birefringence coefficient g from ref. 40. Measurements have only been performed at 293 K.

s)

PH2

0D2

nD

0.36 t 0.02

0.15 t 0.015

0.Z1 + 0.01'

0.45 + 0.02

0.43 + 0.02

HD 1.63 + 0.08

0J1O2



to:

7= - 2&'ïv , (33)

where T is the symmetric traceless part of the dielectric tensor, and fv the

symmetric traceless part of the velocity gradient.

2.8 Nuclear' Magnetia Relaxation (NMR)

Information on the reorientation of rotating molecules can also be ob-

tained from experiments on the spin-lattice relaxation time 7, (see e.g.

refs. 42-48). For H2, which has two nuclei with spin 1, only the ortho-

species with total nuclear spin 1=1 can be Investigated with this technique.

In this case, two intramolecular relaxation mechanisms can be distinqhuised,

that arise from spin-spin and spin-rotation coupling. They correspond, re-

spectively, to decay of tensor polarization (©'(02)) and decay of vector

polarization (S'(oi)). If only one rotational level is occupied one has

a a
« sr ss
T ~ <t» ©'(01) <t» ©' ( 02)

where asr and ass are proportional to the spin-rotation and the spin-spin

coupling constants uz and u2 respectively. If more than one level plays a

role, the effective cross section has to be replaced by a matrix expression

(see ref. 4). The ' means that the cross section refers to the self-part of

the collision operator only. It is as yet not possible to disentangle these

two contributions with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, we will refrain from

giving cross section values and give results only in terms of r , /p, where p

is the molar density.

In the case of D2, measurements can be performed on both the para ( i=l)

and the ortho (l=2) species. Since the separate nuclei have spins 1, a third

relaxation mechanism enters: the Interaction between tho nuclear quadrupole

moment and the electric field gradients within the molecule. This quadrupole

relaxation is related to S'(o2). In eq. (34) we will have, in the case of
a„

the one moment approximation, the additional term <w<g"/02)> where a_ Is
related to a>* the quadrupole coupling constant.

For HD, NHR can be performed both on the proton and on the deuteron. In
the latter case, the quadrupole relaxation mechanism also plays a role.
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For both 0 2 and HD, Z", contains contributions related to S'(oi) and

S'(02). If one assumes that for 1=1 the quadrupole relaxation mechanism 1s

dominant and the one moment approximation 1s valid. It Is possible to obtain

values for ©'(02) 1n the case of D 2 and for both s'(oi) and <5'(o2) 1n the

case of HD. It Is, however, uncertain how valid these assumptions are. For

this reason we will refrain from giving results of such an analysis and give

only r,/p In all cases.

Results are given in table XI and 1n figs. 21-23; the table contains

also an indication of the accuracy.

Since most authors present their experimental results in qraphs, we

will tabulate data only in as far this was done in the original paper.

Table xi

Values for the nuclear magnetic relaxation time per unit of density, r./p, from references 44 and

47. Only In those cases, where the original authors present a table of results, values for the

relaxation time will be given.

T

00

H2 15.7

20.1

38.0

51.0

65.0

78.0

136.0

300

363

HD (proton) 28.3

35.3

48.4

77.5

100.4

(10"6 s.mor'.m3)

7.17

5.51

3.14

2.78

2.69

2.63

2.44

2.26

2.08

1158

334

206

93.9

73.5 :

t 0.22

± 0.02

t 0.22

t 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.01

+ 0.02

+ 34

+ 7

+ 2

t 1.6

t 0.9
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F1g 21 The nuclear magnetic relaxation coefficient r,/p for H2 as a function of temperature.

A : ref. 44; + : ref. 43;O : ref. 42; O : ref. 45.

«Vm
mol 5

300

250

1Ó3S
- am

200

. 5 0 -

—oD2

—pD2i»ioJl

Fig. 22 r,/p from NHR experiments for D2 as a function of tenperature (from ref. 48).
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nel OB

0.4
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i

I,
I
1

1

HD
— proton
— deuteron

-

-

-

Fig. 23 r,/p fron NHR experiments for HD, both on the proton and the deuteron relaxation, as a

function of temperature (from ref. 46).

A : ref. 47; : proton; : deuteron.

3. Mixtures

In the case of hydrogen isotope-noble gas mixtures, we will always pre-

sent the values of the cross sections for the hydrogen isotope infinitely

diluted in the noble gas, unless stated otherwise. This means that the cross

sections given here refer to hydrogen-noble gas collisions. They are thus

identical to cross sections of the type ®(£»$i£»| > | J ) A B found in literature,

where the index A refers to the polyatomic molecule and B to the noble atom.

3.1 S(oooi)

This cro>s section is found from sound absorption measurements {refs.

10, 11 and 13) using the formula

(35)

where ( T ^ ) " 1 is obtained by linear extrapolation to pure noble gas.

As stated in section 2.1, the sound absorption measurements have to be
corrected for the classical absorption oe

c|.
This a c | contains coefficients

like those of viscosity, n, thermal conductivity, X, diffusion, D, and ther-

mal diffusion, DT (see e.g. ref. 10). Especially in mixtures with a large
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mass difference, the terms with D and Py will be dominant, strongly af-
fecting the accuracy of o r o t = a - a c | . The transport coefficients are in
general only available for H2-noble gas mixtures. In those cases where they
are not available (H2-

3He, D2-n.g. and HO-n.g.), <xct was obtained with cal-
culated transport coefficients. This affects the accuracy of the reported

Table XII

Values for s(oooi), calculated according to eq. (34), and taken from refs. 10, 11 and 13.

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

T
00

27.0

32.1

39.9

44.5

77.3

90.5

170

111.5

170

s(oooi)
IQ-" m2)

0 0 2 HD

170 0.123 ± 0.06

0.101 + 0.004

0.138 ± 0.005

0.065 + 0.003 0.158 + 0.006

0.156 + 0.002

0.122 + 0.008

0.110 + 0.007

1.4 + 0.3

1.5 ± 0.1

1.3 ± 0.1

52

77

90

170

77

90

170

.5

.3

.5

.3

.5

n.
0.

0.

0.

108 +

182 +

142 +

161 +

0.

0.

0.

0.

004

008

006

005

0

0

0

0

0

.203 ±

.280 +

.285 +

.409 +

.332 +

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

010

014

014

020

020

170 0.110 + 0.006
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values of 6(0001) for those mixtures.

The values of S(oooi) for mixtures of pH2, oD2 and HD with "-t/i. gases

are listed In table XII.

In addition to these values, measurements of ty^p in HD-Ne mixtures at

32.1 K and 39.9 K are reported in ref. 13, but they do not allow a relaible

extrapolation to infinite dilution of HO 1n Ne.

For sake of completeness it 1s mentioned that sound absorption measure-

ments have also been performed on one mixture of two different hydrogen iso-

topes, viz., oD2-pH2 at 44.5 K " ) . Since these data do not permit a deter-

mination of a cross section for a specific collision process, they are not

included in the table.

3.2 s(02n) and s ( ^ n )

The cross section ©(0211) is determined by the linear extrapolation to

pure noble gas of the B/p position of the viscomagnetic effect. Measurements

have been performed only at 77.3 K and 293 K for the systems HD-He, Hd-Ne

and HD-Ar by Burgmans et a l . 3 8 ) . The values of s(02n) are l isted in table

X I I I .

From the magnitude of the effect, © ( ^ " l can be determined (see ref.

38). Values for this cross section are also l isted in table X I I I .

Table XIII

Values for the cross section G(o2n) H D_ n g and S(Jj n) H D_ B g as found In experiments on the
viscomagnetic effect 5 0 ) .

T

(K)

77.3

293

1.

2.

7

1

He

± 0.

t 0.

1

1

s(c
(10

3.3

3.3

~20 PI

Ne

+ 0 .

t o.

I 2 ) '

2

3

6

4

.4

.9

Ar

± 0.

t o.

3

3

0.

0.

20

14

He

± 0

t 0

.01

.01

0

0

s ( c

(10

.65

.32

- 2 0

Ne

+ 0

i 0

'M1"

.04

.02

1.

0.

3

59

Ar

± 0

t o

.1

.05
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3.3 S(i2)

For the decay cross section ©(12) no distinction 1s made between <3(i2?)

(ref. 39) and G( i2j) (ref. 16). Experiments performed so far Indicate that

the difference will be small and in our case well within the experimental

uncertainty.

The cross section ©(12) Is derived from the linear extrapolation to no-

ble gas of the B/p position of the field effect on thermal conductivity 3 9 ) ,

or thermal diffusion 16) according to:

\g\v kT

Values for ©( J|ljf)AB = ©(12) are listed 1n table XIV. Measurements have

also been performed on mixtures of oD2 and He at 90 K
 2 9 ) , but they do not

permit a reliable extrapolation to infinite dilution.

Decomposition in other quantities than ©{12) is not well feasible due

to the absence of measurements of the field effect on diffusion. The reason

is that only when these last data are available the difference between pro-

duction of ia?- and 12,7-polarization can be determined.

Table XIV

Values for the cross section G(i2)AB as found from the field effect on thermal conductivity " )

(marked by an asterisk), and from the field effect on thermal diffusion ' 6 ) .

T

85

300

pH2

He

Ne

Ar

He

Ne

Ar 39.6

3(12)

(10-20 m 2)

nH2

18.5

34.1

44.3

nO2

12.9

26.5

41.8

HP

16*

29*

63*

13.3

13*

23.6

24*

25.6

27*
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3.4S D P R, G R R<m<fG R R' f

The cross section S 0 P R 1s found from eq. (29) where n~'[dC(t)/d*]t=0 is

obtained by linear extrapolation to pure noble gas (see e.g. refs. 30, 37

and 41). Results are given In table XV.

For pH2-noble gas mixtures, measurements below 150 K do not yield a re-

liable extrapolation because the dilution with the noble qas reduces the

number of rotating (y • 2) molecules even further than 1n the case of pure

Table XV

Values for the broadening cross section of the depolarized Rayleiqh Hne, s0PR. The data for e D P B

of pH2-noble gas mixtures are taken from ref. 33, the other data are taken from ref. 41.

He

Ne

T

(K)

?6.3

43.0

100

150

169

300

311

43.5

120

169

197

292

300

120

200

292

(11

DH2

0.224 + 0.009

0.49 + 0.02

0.57 + 0.03

0.81 + 0.03

s D P R

y20 m2

0

0

0

0

0.

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.062

.082

.147

.211

.381

.192

,25

,52

663

75

61

41

nH2

i 0.011

t 0.008

t 0.004

* 0.006

t 0.008

+ 0.002

+ 0.02

± 0.02

t 0.008

+ 0.01

± 0.02

i 0.01
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PH2.

In the case of nH2-noble gas mixtures the data reflect essentially the

behavior of ortho molecules colliding with noble atoms. This 1s especially

the case below 200 K where the ortho molecules constitute at least 90% of

the rotating molecules.

The cross sections G R R and ©""•* are found from eqs. (31) and (32),

respectively, where n~'avj and «"'AV S are obtained by linear extrapolation

to pure noble gas. The results are given in tables XVI and XVII.

Table xvi

Values for the broadening cross section of rotational Raman lines from refs. 30, 37 and 41.

Measurements have only been performed in mixtures of nH2 with noble gases.

T

00

nH2-He 26.7

27.2

45

100

150

200

292

311

nH2-Ne 43.5

44.5

120

202

292

nH2-Ar 120

181

292

300

0.097 +

0.089 i

0.089 t

0.156 ±

0.35 +

0.191 t

0.243 +

0.347 +

0.496 ±

0.40 +

0.285 i

0.440 ±

0.005

0.008

0.006

0.009

0.01

0.002

0.006

0.012

0.008

0.02

0.005

0.013

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

SRR

(10"20 m2)

S

.096

.090

.087

.140

.271

33

227

30

385

45

29

338

„O)

i 0.011

t 0.011

+ 0.006

t 0.002

t 0.014

+ 0.01

t 0.002

+ 0.01

t 0.008

i 0.02

+ 0.02

t 0.013

0 .126

0.202

0,

0.

0.

0.

.239

.363

18

283

So(2)

t 0.007

t 0.013

t 0.015

+ 0.020

+ 0.03

+ 0.007

in ,:/:



Although experiments were performed only on normal hydrogen mixed with
noble gases. Information 1s obtained on processes Involving a specific modi-
fication. For instance, the cross section values listed under O 2 reflect
the Influence of a collision with noble gas atomson the behavior of a para
molecule making an optical 0+2 transition collidinq with noble gas atoms
only.

Table XVII

Values for the cross section for the shift of rotational Raman lines s R R >'. All data are taken
fro» chapter III of this thesis. Positive values of s R R | S refer to « shift of the Tine towards the
frequency of the exciting l<ne.

T

00

nH2-He 23.3

45.2

81.5

119

199

292

nH2-Ne 45.2

81.5

119

199

292

nH2-Ar 123

199

292

S

0.08

0.01

-0.07

-0.18

-0.20

-0.33

0.17

0.08

-0.10

-0.25

-0.30

1.07

0.34

0.09

„(0)

t 0.07'

t 0.04

t 0.02'

t O.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.01'

t 0.04

t 0.03

t 0.02»

± 0.02

t 0.01'

t 0.04

t 0.03

i 0.02

e.RR,S

(10-20 m2)

s

0.02

-0.03

-0.18

-0.24

-0.35

-0.455

0.275

0.065

-0.11

-0.22

•0.45

1.09

0.56

0.45

+ 0.07'

± 0.04

i O.02'

t 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.01'

t 0.04

t 0.03

+ 0.02

i 0.02

i 0.02

1 0.03

t 0.02»

+ 0,02

-0.33

-0.56

-0.02

-0.18

1.01

0.93

(2)

i 0.02

+ 0.02

+ 0.01'

t 0.02

+ 0.03

i 0.03

1 1 2 , • s



3.5 Nuclear Magnetio Relaxation (MR)

For the reasons discussed In section 2.8, results are given In terms of
the spin-lattice relaxation tine 7, (see f ig . 24-28), and tabulated In table
XVIII as far as this was done In the original papers «2 - * * . * ' - 5 1 ) .

We note that In the case of Infinite dilution, the contribution of the
non-self part of the collision operator Is zero. Hence, s' * s.

Table XVIII

Values for the relaxation time per density unit from experiments on M R 4 4 > 4 7 ) . Data are given
only when tables were presented In the original paper.

(K) (10-6s?mor'-m3)

H2-He 15

20

51

65

78

136

H2-Ne 38,

53,

68,

78,

91,

105.

125.

HD-He (proton) 28.

35.

48.

77.

100.

.7

.1

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

,0

,3

3

4

5

4

0.09 +

0.056 t

0.22 ±

0.45 +

0.34 +

0.746 +

0.56 +

0.45 t

0.60 +

0.54 +

0.67 +

0.85 •

1.17 +

38B *

146 t

91.8 t

50.0 +

42.3 +

0.11

0.022

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.022

0.11

0.11

0.18

0.11

0.11

0.09

0.18

36

4

2.2

1.1

0.9
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toVm
moJ

15

f"

Fig. 24 T,/p from hHR experiments for H2 at Infinite dilution In helium as a function of
temperature
£k: ref. 44; • : ref. 43; Q : ref. 42; O : ref. 45; A : ref. 49.

XSVm'

0.5

t
Fig. 25 T,/p from NHR for H2 at Infinite dilution In neon as a function of temperature.

A : ref. 44; • : ref. 51; A : ref. 49.
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10 bs rrv»

Fig. 26 7-,/p fro» W R for H2 at Infinite dilution In argon as a function of temperature.

• : ref. 51; A : ref. 49.

Id's-m5

ICfW
-S5T

F1g. 27 F1g. 28

F1g. 27 T,/p from NW for Hz at Inf ini te dilution 1n krypton as a function of temperature.

• : ref. 61.
F1g. 28 7 , / P from NHR for H2 at Infinite dilution 1n xenon as a function of temperature.

« : ref. 51.
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APPENDIX

As stated In section 2.4, the cross section e(ioot) Is, for D2, not

derived from the thermal conductivity coefficient A because of the poor

reliability of the latter. For the pure modifications, o02 and oD2, the only

experimental data available are those for oD 2 at 300 K
 2 9 ) . Even an normal

D 2 only few measurements have been performed : those around 20 K and 80 K by

Ubbink 5 Z ) , and those around 300 K by various authors 5 3 " 5 5 ) . These data are

shown in fig. Al, toqether with the "recommended values" from ref. 56.

It is conceivable that the line representing these recommended values

Is In considerable error, up to 15% In some temperature regions, for the

following reasons. Values for the thermal conductivity coefficient derived

from viscosity 'B-^.' 7»'»), which is In general measured with much greater

accuracy than thermal conductivity, should be rather reliable when a

modified Eucken formula is used:

3 k A g lntfl ( 2 '2 )* 5 .
2mn T T - B | l . t ] ' *2 »' (Al)

Fig. Al The coefficient of heat conduction \ of normal 02 as a function of temperature.

Direct measurements of \:

# : ref. 52; • : ref. 53; V : ref. 5 4 ; # : ref. 29;A : ref. 5 5 ; — : ref. 56.

Calculated from the coefficient of sheer viscosity:

O : ref. 57;<J>-: ref. 58; <7 : ref. 18, 19; A : ref. 20, 21.

Around 90 K the Internal specific heat of nD2 has a maximum of about 1.14-fc [k 1s

Boitzmann's constant).
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This is especially the case in the temperature region T < 20 K, where the

contribution from the Internal specific heat Is negligible: C.Jk < 0.01

(jjl2»2; / f l d i w . j#if see table IV). Even here, the experimental A-values

differ 10 to 15 % from the ones derived from viscosity, raising some doubt

about the reliability of the experimental X-values in this temperature

region.

In the temperature region around 80 K, the thermal conductivity must be

expected to show a hump because of the peak in the rotational specific heat

(see fig. Al). The x-values calculated from viscosity Indeed show this be-

havior, thereby coinciding with the higher experimental ooints measured by

Ubbink in this region. However, the "recommended values" line has been drawn

through Ubbinks lower points, neglecting the expected hump.

Around 300 K, the "recommended values" seem somewhat high If compared

with the values derived from the viscosity using eq. (Al), This conclusion

is supported by the more recent experiments on X given in refs. 29 and 54 as

well as with the older data of ref. 53, which were not used in ref. 56.

In view of the overall uncertainty in the experimental values of the

thermal conductivity coefficient, it seems appropriate to refrain from using

this coefficient for a determination of s(iooi) for 0 2.
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SAMENVATTING

Exacte, quantumnechanische berekeningen van botsingsverschijnselen die

gerelateerd zijn aan het niet-bolronde deel van de Interactie van moleculen

zijn op het ogenblik slechts mogelijk voor de meest eenvoudige systemen.

Deze berekeningen zijn tot nu toe dan ook slechts uitgevoerd voor de water-

stof Isotopen en hun mengsels met edel gassen.

Een van de onderwerpen, waaraan berekeningen zijn uitgevoerd, is de

botsingsverbreding en -verschuiving van spectraallijnen in mengsels van

waterstof met helium en neon. De eerste vier hoofdstukken van dit proef-

schrift zijn hieraan gewijd. Aangezien binnen niet al te lange tijd theore-

tische resultaten beschikbaar zullen komen voor het systeem H2-Ar, Is dit

systeem ook in de experimenten opgenomen. In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt de

theorie achter de botsingsverbreding en -verschuiving van spectraallijnen

beschreven, analoog aan de manier waarop Shafer en Gordon dit deden. Boven-

dien wordt er aangegeven, op welke wijze de resultaten voor de verbreding

van de DPR-lijn van normaal H2, 1n oneindige verdunning in een edel gas, kan

worden gesplitst 1n de bijdragen van ortho H 2 en para H2. In hoofdstuk twee

wordt de experimentele techniek en de verwerking van de meetresultaten uit-

eengezet. In hoofdstuk drie worden de meetresultaten gepresenteerd, waarmee,

in hoofdstuk vier, de resultaten van close-coupled berekeningen worden

vergeleken. De vergelijking In hoofstuk IV leidt tot de conclusie dat van de

twee gebruikte potentialen, de MSV(GH)l-potent1aal de experimetele resul-

taten van lijnverbrediig in H2-He mengsels redelijk beschrijft. De andere

potentiaal, de ;:CD-B po.entiaal, geeft de resultaten van lijnverbreding voor

H2-He en H2-Ne slechts kwalitatief weer. Voor beide potentialen geldt, dat

zij de lijnverschuiving niet meer dan kwalitatief weergeven.

Het vijfde hoofdstuk bevat een verzameling van experimentele resulta-

ten, die gerelateerd zijn aan het niet-bolronde deel van de Interactie van

waterstofIsotopen en van waterstofisotoop-edelgas mengsels, bij temperaturen

beneden 300 K. Aangezien deze compilatie bedoeld is om te dienen als verge-

lijkingsmateriaal voor theoretische berekeningen, is speciale aandacht ge-

schonken aan de betrouwbaarheid en de nauwkeurigheid van de gegevens.
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Op verzoek van de faculteit der Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschappen volgt

hier een overzicht van mijn studie.

Na het behalen van het eindexamen gymnasium 6 aan het Cal and Lyceum te

Rotterdam, begon ik in 1970 met mi.in studie aan de Rijksuniversiteit te

Leiden. In 1974 legde ik het kandidaatsexamen Natuurkunde en Wiskunde met

bijvak Sterrenkunde af. Hierna verrichtte ik, eerst op het Kamerlingh Onnes

Laboratorium en later op het Huygens Laboratorium, het experimentele

werk voor het doctoraal examen. Gedurende ruim een jaar assisteerde ik

dr. G.E.J. Eggermont bij een onderzoek van de viscomagnetische warmtest room.

Vervolgens deed ik in 1976 gedurende twee maanden onderzoek aan lichtver-

strooiing in kritische, ternaire mengsels aan het Departement voor Natuur-

kunde van de Katholieke Universiteit te Leuven. Hierna werkte ik gedurende

ruim een jaar bij dr. K.D. van den Hout aan een onderzoek van de botsings-

verbreding van de gedepolariseerde Rayieigh lijn van waterstofisotopen bij

lage temperaturen. In mei 1977 legde ik het doctoraal examen experimentele

Natuurkunde met bijvak Wiskunde af, waarna ik het in dit proefschrift be-

schreven onderzoek begon. In 1982 bracht ik een maand door aan het Chemistry

Department van de Universiteit van Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. Hier voerde ik

in samenwerking met prof. F.R. HcCourt computerberekeningen uit aan de ver-

breding en verschuiving van spectraallijnen in waterstof-edelgas mengsels.

Van 1975 tot 1977 was ik assistent op het natuurkundiq practicum voor

studenten in de biologie, farmacie en chemie. Na september 1977 was ik

hoofdassistent op het natuurkundig practicum voor biologiestudenten.
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Zonder de hulp, het enthousiasme en de vakbekwaamheid van vele mensen,
net wie fk zeer prettig heb samengewerkt, was dit proefschrift zeker nooit
tot stand gekomen. Allereerst wil 1k van hen noemen "mijn" studenten Julia
Bienfait, Hermien Peet en vooral Ar Ie van Die, van wie Ik veel geleerd heb.
De technische staf van het Huygens Laboratorium, Henk Smits en zijn medewer-
kers, de glas-Instrumentmaker Lou van As en de Instrumentmakers Simon
Verdegaal, Koos Benning en Plet Zwanenburg, die een prachtige meetcel voor
mij bouwde, mogen niet worden vergeten. Wiilem Flanderhijn zorgde er altijd
voor dat ik van vloeibaar helium werd voorzien, ook In moeilijke tijden. De
optische Instrumenten werden op vakkundige wijze vervaardigd door de heer
H. van Zanten van het Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratorium. Henk Klein Wolterink en
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STELLINGEN

1. nirecte netinq van de foto-ionisatielimiet van moleculen wordt ernstiq

gecompliceerd door auto-ionisatie van zeer hoqe Rydherqtoestanden.

S. Lentvyler at al. Chem. Phys. Lett. 77(1961)257.

S. Martin at al., Cham. Phys. Lett. 87(1962)235.

?.. Ten onrechte wordt In bestaande theorieën aangaande het qedrag van de

elektrische weerstand van ferromagneten bij de Curie-temperatuur de ver-

strooiing van de geleidingselektronen aan fononen buiten beschouwing

qelaten.

M. Vlard ot al., J. Appl. Phys. 50(1970)1826.
T.T.M. Palstra at.al., to ba publlshad In J. Magn. Hagn. Mater.

3. Met behulp van Infraroodmetinqen met een ruimtelijke resolutie, hoqer

dan tot nu toe gebruikt, van de 3,5 un emissielijn in het spectrum van

de ster HD97048 kan de qeldigheid van de verschillende voorqestelde

mechanismen voor het verklaren van deze fluorescentieH.fn kritisch

worden qetest.

L.J. Allamandola et al., Astrophys. 66(1978)129.
E. Doek ot al., Ap. J. 238(1980)140.

4. In een sterk verdund gas van meeratoniige moleculen tussen twee even-

wijdige platen op verschillende temperatuur kan dubbele breking optre-

den, OOK Indien de platen uit gelijk materiaal bestaan.

5. Oe door Nara.yan en Ramaseshan voorgestelde methode ter reductie van

afbreekfouten 1n de radiële distributiefunctie gaat geheel voorbij aan

belangrijkere fouten in de Interpretatie van dl ffractiegegevens.

R. Narayan et al., J. Appl. Cryst. 12(1979)585.



6. Het feit dat In de Memorie van Toelichting bij de reparatiewetgeving met
betrekking tot artikel 29a 1.6. de uitdrukkelijke toezegging voorkomt
dat de hardheidsclausule kan worden toegepast getuigt niet van goed her-
stel.

M v T , z i t t i n g 1 9 7 9 - 1 9 8 0 , 1 5 5 1 6 , n r . 3 b l z . 19; w e t tot w i j z i g i n g a r t . 2 9 o
I.B.

7. De keuze "Htr" als afkorting voor 4-metho><y-2,3,6-tr1methy1-benzeen-
sulfonyl Is verwarrend.

K.K. Ogllvle ot al.. Can. J. Cham. $0(1972)1211.
M. FuJIno at al.» J. Chem. Soc. Cham. Comnun. (1982)449.

8. Hoewel de Internationale praktische temperatuurschaal een hogere repro-
duceerbaarheid zou verkrijgen wanneer boven 0 °C uitsluitend de
zogenaamde Insteek-platinaweerstandsthermoneter wordt gebruikt en bene-
den 0 °C uitsluitend de capsule-platinaweerstandsthermometer, verdient
het uit praktisch oogpunt aanbeveling de gebieden waarin deze
thermometers worden gebruikt te laten overlappen.

Comité Consultatlf de ThermométrIe, 14e session, Sevres, 1982.

9. Zowel de stichting van deregulerings- of tewerkstellingsgebieden in
België als het verbod op deze stichting werkt concurrentievervalsend
binnen de E.E.G.

10. De discrepantie tussen de bepalingen van laagdiktes van thermisch ge-
groeide nitridelagen op silicium, met behulp van ellipsometrie en met
behulp van terugwaartse rutherfordverstrooiing, heeft ernstige conse-
quenties zowel voor de theoretische beschrijving van het n1tr1derings-
proces als voor de toepasbaarheid van zulke lagen In de halfgeleider-
technologie.

F.H.P.M. Habraken et al., to be published.
Y. HayafuJI at al., J. Electrochem. Soc. 129(1962)2102.
C.-Y. Wu et al., J. Electrochem. Soc. 129(1982)1559.

Peter Hermans Lelden, november 1982.


